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"Incarcerated, Transported, and Bound: Constructing Community
among Convicts from Britain to the Chesapeake 1739-1776"

BY

Michael I. Bradley

Abstract:

"Incarcerated, Transported, and Bound: Constructing Community among Convicts Transported
from London to the Chesapeake, 1 739- 1 776" explores the movement, migration, the malleability
of identities, and development of communal ties among transported convicts. This thesis utilizes
information on more than 3000 convicts brought to the colonial Chesapeake region. Precise
details are currently available for more than two hundred transported convicts . In many cases the
convicts can be followed from their birthplace to London to their trial and imprisonment,
continuing to their transportation to the Americas, their new lives in the Chesapeake, and, in
some cases, their flight and return to Great Britain. Doing so illuminates the communal
connections among these people as their lives converged together and were torn apart across the
Atlantic and within colonial society. Convict transport paralleled slave ship transport in
significant ways . Throughout their fluid and changing circumstance criminals created networks
which were furthered through imprisonment in Britain, captivity on convict hulks, transportation
on convict ships, servitude in the Chesapeake, and freedom in North America-the convicts
created, maintained and kept ever-shifting communal bonds that enabled them to adapt to a
variety of highly stressful circumstances and choose resistance or assimilation. In demonstrating
the elasticity and duration of transported convicts' community ties, this thesis challenges prior
scholarly understandings of convicts' lives both during continued resistance during their
sentences of servitude and post-servitude as the lived free lives in colonial America.
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Preface:

From June 8 , 1 744, through July 9, 1 745, Ordinary 's Accounts of London' s condemned
reported on a series of individuals who met a swift demise at the end of a rope at Tyburn Square,
London' s execution site. Out of the countless that were hanged, the lives of ten criminals who
formed an interconnected community are illuminated. They were a subset of a larger network of
at least thirty criminals who engaged in thefts, robberies, prostitution, fencing of goods, and
overindulgence of intoxicating spirits across London.

At their head was Joseph Lucas . As a teenager, Lucas had previously been transported to
colonial Maryland aboard the Patapsco Merchant. 1 After completing his sentence in the
Chesapeake, Lucas married another transported convict, Ann, and they eventually returned to
England after ten years in the colonies. B ack in England Lucas again engaged in theft and
robbery. His wife, allied with the "notorious [London] fence" Bess Cane, sold the stolen goods
throughout the city. Despite several acquittals, their criminal community was slowly picked apart
by the British justice system. Individuals were eventually indicted and convicted, alone and in
groups. While the more notorious members of the group were executed, many others found
mercy and were, as Lucas had been, subj ected at a young age to transportation to the colonial
Chesapeake.
During the eighteenth century, the British Crown and Parliament found itself faced with a
plethora of social ills. These distressing circumstances were especially manifested by activities
of the poor in Britain' s premier metropolitan community. London had immense social and
1 Old Bailey Proceedings (afterward: OBP) (www.oldbaileyonline.org, version 7 .0, 24 March 20 1 2) Ordinary of
Newgate' s Account, 9 July 1 745 (OA 1 7450709); The Old Bailey Proceedings and Ordinary' s Accounts contain

criminal ' s biographies who were to be executed at Tyburn in London. These were published and made available to
the public and served as a form of entertainment as well as j ustification, correction, and control in regard to the
executions and the results of engagement in criminal behavior respectively by the readership.
2

economic stratification, crime, prostitution, and substance abuse. Many no doubt throughout
Britain drew a direct correlation between poverty, substance abuse, and criminality within the
city. Parliament responded to these issues through various enactments, including the
Transportation Act of 1 7 1 8 . This act authorized sentences of transportation to colonial America
for those convicted in Britain of lesser felonies for a term of seven years. More serious felonies
could be reduced to sentences of transportation for fourteen years or life, depending on the
seriousness of the offense, in lieu of the death penalty, following a royal pardon. 2 At the same
time, British officials undertook to publish accounts of the lives of many executed criminals
from the Old Bailey Proceedings and the Ordinary 's Accounts. 3 The account for Lucas is typical
of hundreds of others and recalls his fall into infamy from above and final salvation as :
. . . however wicked and haughty Lucas might be during the triumphant part of his life,
while ambition and a desire of universal Monarchy reigned supreme in his breast; yet
when fate was pleased to turn the scale, humility resumed the seat of ambition, and he
condescended to become a Christian, by resigning himself to the will of heaven, and
dying in peace and charity with all men. - He left behind him a wife, to whom just before
he went to execution he wrote a consolatory letter, which the reader will find in the
Appendix, and is well worthy attention.
Such publications may have entertained readers, but their primary purpose was to deter
others from engaging in criminal activities. Furthermore, writers often asserted the need to
maintain peace and safety in the community, built community support for criminal sentences and
executions, at least from the upper echelons of the city' s property-holding residents, and

2 The Transportation Act of 1718, also known as 4 Geo. I cap. XI, Long title: An Act for thefurther preventing
Robbery , Burglary , and other Felonies, and for the more effectual Transportation of Felons, and unlawful Exporters
of Wool; and for declaring the L aw upon some Points relating to Pirate.,
3 These accounts can be accessed at The Proceedings of the Old Bailey, 1 764- 1 9 1 3 ,
https://www. oldbaileyo n l i ne . org/ and Ordinary ofNewgate's Accounts,

https ://www. oldbaileyo n l i n e. org/static/Ord i n arys-accounts.jsp

3

expressed lamentations about some community members failing to "exert . . . in so good a
cause." 4
Many of Britain' s poor Londoners found themselves at the receiving end of the British
judicial system. As they often moved around the British archipelago and entered London where
they engaged in crime, these individuals' lives often consisted of convergences and disjunctures
as they were indicted and subsequently transported to British colonies across the Atlantic, and in
some instances returned to England.

This study focuses on these individuals during the period from the commencement of the
War of Jenkins ' Ear in 1 73 9 through the conclusion of the American Revolutionary War in 1 78 3 .
It centers o n the transportation o f these individuals from London t o colonial Chesapeake,
specifically the Baltimore region. Though I focus solely on the Chesapeake, it was not unique:
Great Britain as well as other European powers employed the transportation of certain elements
of society as an ongoing method for resolving social problems, either actual or perceived.
Moreover, many of the tactics convicts discussed in this thesis used to create and maintain
communal ties were employed by convicts transported to other colonies in the Americas . 5

OBP, Ordinary ofNewgate's Account, 7 November 1 744 (OA 1 744 1 1 07).
Scholarship on other nations ' convict transportation during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries includes Ruth
Pike, PenalServitude in Early Modem Spain (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1983); C. R. Boxer, The
PortugueseSeaborne Empire, 1415 - 1 825 (Manchester: Carcanet in association with the Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation and the Discoveries Commission, Lisbon, 1 997) ; Gabriel Haslip-Viera, Crime and Punishment in Late
Colonial Mexico City, 1 6 92 - 1810 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999 ) ; Timothy Coates. Convicts
and Orphans: Forced andState-Sponsored Colonizers in the Portuguese Empire, 1 550 - 1 755 (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 200 1 ) ; E ric Fouge re, ite- prison, bagne et deportation: les murs de la mer, etoigner et punir (Paris
[u.a. ] : L' Harmattan, 2003) ; Louis-Jose B arbam;on, L'Archipel des Fon,;ats: Historie du Bagne duNouvelle
Caledonie, 1 863 - 1 931 (Nord-Pas Du Calais: Presse Universitaires du Septentrion, 2003) ; 1 87-205 ; Robert Hughes,
The FatalShore: A History of the Transportation of Convicts to Australia 1 787 - 1 868 (London: Vintage, 2006);
Tamar Herzog, Upholding JusticeSociety, State, and the PenalSystem in Quito ( 1 650 - 1 750 ) (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 2007); V. M. Doroshevich, Russia's Penal Colony in the Far East: A Translation of
Vias Doroshevich's "Sakhalin (London: Anthem Press, 20 1 1 ) ; Kirsty Reid, Gender, Crime and Empire: Convicts,
Settlers and theState in Early Colonial Australia (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 20 1 2) ; Daniel V.
Botsman, Punishment and Power in the Making of Modem Japan (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 20 1 3) ;
4
5

4

For the British, the transportation of convicts to overseas colonies predated 1 739 and was
established well prior to the system established by the Transportation Act of 1 7 1 8. In 1 6 1 9 James
I ordered transportation of those "young people who had been twice punished but not reformed,
and the same year commanded the Virginia Company to transport fifty similar criminals at
once. " 6 Reverend John Cotton further illuminated the nature of transporting convicts. In a 1 65 1
letter to Cromwell, Cotton acknowledges the arrival of 1 50 "Scots" taken in battle in 1 650 who
were subsequently transported to colonial New England. The letter describes their arrival and
sale into indentured servitude for terms ranging from six to eight years. Prior to the
Transportation Act, thousands of other Scots, as well as Irish, were also transported by the
British government to North America. 7 These individuals seem largely to have comprised of
political offenders, although criminal offenders were also subject to transportation. The
phenomenon of transportation of convicts was an ongoing process based on tradition. The
British, while perhaps best known, were not alone in its exercise.
The Spanish also engaged in the transportation of convicts across their much more
expansive colonial empire. In the seventeenth century the Spanish government removed "unruly
plebeians" through their forzado system from New Spain. Through the forzado, criminals were
transported from established New Spain settlements in galleon flotilla as convict soldiers to the
Philippine islands or to other contested locations such as New Spain ' s Chichimec frontier in
present day Mexico. 8 In Europe, Spanish convicts were typically sentenced to labor on galley

Timothy J. Coates, Convict Labor in the Portuguese Empire 1 740-1 932: Redefining the Empire with Forced Labor
andNew Imperialism (Leiden: Brill, 2014); and Johan Heinsen "Dissonance in the Danish Atlantic: Speech,
Violence and Mutiny, 1672-1683," AtlanticStudies 13, no. 2 (2015): PAGE NUMBERS .
6 Jame s Dav ie Butler, "British Con v icts Shi pped to American Col o n i es," American Historical Review2, no. 1
(1896): 12-33, 13.

7 Ibid, 17.
8 Stephanie Mawson, " Unruly Plebeians and the ForzadoSystem: Convict Transportation between New Spain and
the Philippines during the Seventeenth Century, " Revista De Indias, 73, no. 259 (2013): 693-730, 694-5, 699.
5

ships but also were sentenced to military service in Spain' s North African forts. 9 In doing so,
Spanish officials were responding to many of the same issues that plagued the British, but were
primarily concerned with filling labor shortages in their American colonies and desired removal
of undesirable or unstable members of communities at home by settling them within colonial
possessions.

Like the British and Spanish, the French also forcibly moved criminals and other
"plebeians" to colonial possessions. Opportunities for French subj ects outside Nouvelle France
largely inhibited voluntary migration to North America. 1 0 Those that did venture to the New
World often returned to France as quickly as they could. The resulting labor shortages in colonial
America created an opportunity for the French crown beginning in 1 72 1 to export violators of
the salt tax, poachers, smugglers, and other offenders, as well as destitute women and prostitutes
to French Canada. Wrongdoers were also sent to Nouvelle Orleans along with a population of
Germans from France' s recently expanded Eastern boarder around the same period.
These complicated movements of large numbers of convicts were but strands of a larger
story of coerced carceral transportation that transpired throughout the early modem period to the
far reaches of the world and in some instances back again. Historians have not yet uncovered the
durability of community ties amongst individuals over extended periods of time, across a vast
geography and in different nations. 1 1

9

Ibid, 696.
For more on this phenomenon see: Peter N. Moogk, " Reluctant Exiles: Emigrants from France in Canada Before
1760," The William and Mary Quarterly ("WMQ") 46, no. 3 (1986): 463-505; La Nouvelle France: The Making of
French Canada a Cultural History (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 2000).
11
Recently two digital programs have begun examining carceral transportation. A consortium of British universities,
including the University of Sheffield and Oxford University, funded a doctorate research program, "The Digital
Panopticon: The Global Impact of London Punishments, 1780-1925" that compares imprisonment in London with
transportation in Australia, www.digitalpanopticon.org. This project, which is headed by Tim Hitchcock, a leading
scholar of London's social history and creator of Old B ailey Online, www.oldbaileyonline. org, seeks to do what this
proj ect does: define how criminal justice systems shape and affect? Communal ties among transported criminals,
10

6

In contrast, this work provides a detailed analysis of the community ties of transported
convicts from a specific locale (metropolitan London) to a particular colonial region (the
Chesapeake) and interrogates how those ties were maintained or were frayed, a topic largely
overlooked by existing scholarship. As such, through microhistorical approaches this work
expands our knowledge of coerced labor, migration to British American colonies and the social
history of criminality across the Atlantic.

although for convicts transported to Australia rather than North America. While Digital Panopticon is singularly
focused on the relationship of convict transportation between Great Britain and Australia after the severing of the
practice with colonial America, the University of Leicester has developed a broader project both spatially and over
time. "Convict Voyages: A global history of convicts and penal colonies," www.convictvoyages.org, headed by
principal investigator Professor Clare Anderson and proj ect administrator Dr. Emma B attell Lowman, seeks to write
a global approach to penal colony studies that spans from the fifteenth century through to the nineteen sixties and
includes nations beyond western Europe. It further explores the practice ' s connections to larger historiographical
themes such as imperialism, labor, and slavery. Despite the global nature and interconnections, "Convict Voyages"
operates at broader levels and does not contain the precision of micro-historical analysis of individual convicts lives
as they crossed the Atlantic.
7

Introduction

In Moll Flanders Daniel Defoe provided a vivid depiction of one English working class
woman' s dissolute life. Captivated by the gritty details of Moll ' s life in London and the
Chesapeake, readers often lose sight of the author' s insightful observations regarding the central
role that being sentenced to transportation played in the lives of London ' s working poor. Written
soon after the enactment of the Transportation Act of 1 7 1 8 , Moll Flanders reflects Defoe ' s
concerns regarding the new law' s impact upon London' s lower class. The Act provided that
those who were convicted of lesser felonies, who had received benefit of the clergy, or who had
their sentences commuted by a royal pardon could be transported to Great Britain' s American
colonies for a seven-year term; enhanced sentences of fourteen years and life were to be issued to
those convicted of more serious crimes. The Transportation Act played a central role in Moll

Flanders. Moll ' s mother was not only transported for "borrowing" some china from a Cheapside
draper when Moll was an infant, but one of Moll ' s husbands, a highway man, was also
subsequently transported for twelve years. And, in the end, Moll herself was transported to
Virginia for attempted theft. Moll Flanders may be a fanciful account of the life of a common
criminal and yet many of the elements of Moll' s life-- her engaging in criminal activity to
survive, her forming connections with other criminals, her sense of identity being formed and
maintained in a community of criminals, her need to adapt and maintain ties with other criminals
while moving from a criminal life to imprisonment in London to being transported across the
Atlantic and then finally forming and maintaining community ties to survive in the New World

-

all were important components in the lives of convicts transported from London to the
Chesapeake in the period from 1 739 to 1 77 5 .

8

From these resources, individual convicts' lives have been chosen to illuminate how they
engaged in and created community and kinship ties. These ties existed on varying levels and
throughout constantly shifting circumstances that, at times, made the connections tenuous and
fleeting. In doing so, it is proposed that these individuals, as placed in the specific chapters, are
representative of many other convicts with regards to demographical information, patterns of
behavior, and the creation and maintenance of kinship and community networks. Many criminals
in London very likely mirrored the lives of the group that surrounded John Wright during the
1 760s . Working with Wright was presumably his brother James Wright and a network that
included James Doleman, Ann Hill, Ann Baker, Mary Jane Evans, and Martha Wolfe. Records
reflect repeated criminal activities by this group, an established social hierarchy, and an
interconnection among them in their criminal activities and distribution of stolen property. In the
end one would hang, one would provide evidence for the Crown, and three others would be
transported to the colonies. John Grimes, like many other criminals, would be pulled to London' s
gravitational center, where his criminal activities would earn him transportation to the colonies.
There Grimes continued to resist. He possibly created an alias, presumably ran away, and
continued in criminal enterprises with other convicts in Maryland. He was eventually executed
for his crimes. William Isgrig grew up in the vicinity of London, and midway through a lucrative
apprenticeship turned to crime and was transported. Unlike Grimes, Isgrig adapted to colonial
society by conforming to its norms and became a successful farmer, most likely making a short
migration into B altimore County following his required indentured servitude. Each of these
individual ' s lives casts light into circumstances that were readily echoed by others who were
transported to the colonies for crimes in Britain. While not every convict followed precisely the
same path to continued resistance or to assimilation, the general patterns that these individuals

9

illustrated as they maintained and created kinship and community networks to gain success is
reflective of the larger cohorts. They were, each of them, representative of those who constructed
community either in continued resistance or by deference and assimilation into a new more
promising colonial society.
This work explores the development of communal ties, the malleability of identities,
migration and movement among people like Moll Flanders . It utilizes information on almost five
thousand convicts, or almost 1 0% of all those transported to the Chesapeake following the
Transportation Act of 1 7 1 8 . Of these individuals, I have been able to find precise details for
more than two hundred such convicts. In tracing the lives of these cohorts of convicts, this thesis
will illuminate the communal connections among convicts as they both came together and were
tom apart in London, across the Atlantic, and within colonial society in and around B altimore,
Maryland.
British authorities transported approximately 50,000 convicts from the British
archipelago from 1 7 1 8 through 1 776, accounting for nearly one quarter of all immigration to
colonial America during that period. 1 2 Ninety percent of these convicts were shipped to the
Chesapeake. Maryland received roughly 600 convicts per year, or approximately ten percent of
the colony' s population. 1 3 Research conducted for this thesis indicates convicts were more able
to create kinship networks, friendships, and religious fellowships with their fellow Americans
than has been previously believed. Further, it offers evidence as to the durability of community
among former transported convicts after their indenture ended. Historians for quite some time
12

Bernard B ailyn and B arbara DeWolfe, Voyagers to the West: A Passage in the Peopling of America on the Eve of
the Revolution (New York: Knopf, 1986). 294-295. Along with the more than 200,000 enslaved Africans brought to

North America in the same period, transported convicts entered a world in which the overwhelming maj ority of
migrants were coerced laborers. The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database,
http://www.slave voyage s . org/voyages/XPOgANtZ (accessed March 18, 2017).
13 Ibid; London and the "home" circuit (Hertford, Essex, Kent, Sussex, and Suffolk) on average sent 326 to Virginia
and Maryland alone.
10

have contended that the fate of convicts after their servitude has been "shrouded in mystery" and
required "genealogical research. " 1 4 It has been asserted that "a good many less than ten out of
every hundred of transported convicts actually settled down comfortably in the colonies" and
that "certainly most of them were worthless and dangerous." 1 5 This has been the prevailing
scholarly view for more than six decades. While some convicts maintained their nefarious ways,
and others moved considerable distances in search of employment following their terms of
service, the number that became productive members of colonial society has been
underestimated while also showing that perpetual criminal activities, resistance, and flight from
the colonies have been overestimated.
The full span of convict servants' lives has been a somewhat neglected topic. More
recently it has gained some scholarly attention. The earliest commenters from the late nineteenth
century, such as George Bancroft, attempted to minimize the importance, nature, and social
situation of transported convicts . Others such as John Thomas Sharf, provided quantitative
analysis of the volume of convicts entering the colonies, despite mistakenly calculating their
numbers at 20,000 instead of the approximately 50,000 that historians today see as a more
reliable estimate. 1 6 In the first years of the twentieth century Basil Sollers would connect the data

14 Abbott Emerson Smith, Colonists in Bondage: White Servitude and ConvictLabor in America, 1 607- 1 776
(Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press, 1947): 303; A. Roger Elcirch, Bound for America: The
Transportation of British Convicts to the Colonies, 1 71 8 - 1 775 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987): 11-45, 125, 166,
173, table 12.
15 Ibid.
16
A. Roger Ekirch, " B ound for America: A Profile of British Convicts Transported to the Colonies, 1718-1775". The
WM&Q 42, no. 2 (1985): 184-200; Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www. oldbaileyo n l ine. org, version 7.2, March
2015); London' s criminal community alone during the eighteenth century was extensive. Historians have estimated
there were 115,000 criminals within the city during the late seventeenth century; Aaron Skirboll, The Thief- Taker

Hangings: How Daniel Defoe, Jonathan Wild, and Jack Sheppard Captivated London and Created the Celebrity
Criminal (Guilford, Conn . : Lyons Press, 2014) 20. This is in comparison to population estimates of 675,000 in 1750
and 740,000 in 1760. Clive Emsley, Tim Hitchcock and Robert Shoemaker, "London History-London, 1715-1760",
Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www. oldbaileyo n l i ne. org, version 7.0, 23 February 2016). Despite the
implementation of the Transportation Act of 1718 ( 4 Geo. I cap. XI), the persi stent presence of crimi nal i ndictments
over the ei ghtee nth century i n the records of London's Old Bai l ey speaks volumes. The yearl y totals peaked i n 1784
when Old Bai l ey recorded 1184 i n dictments for crimi nal acti v ity; gen erall y, the court averaged approxi matel y 500
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on transported convicts to the importance of convicts in providing much needed labor at a time
of a colonial labor shortage in the years before the American Revolution.
Decades later, in 1 947, Abbot Emerson Smith' s emphasized the importance of convict
labor to the colonial system that suffered from a chronic labor shortage. Smith' s work would be
the last word on transported convicts to British North America for forty years . In 1 986 Bernard
Bailyn and Barbara DeWeolfs work would similarly frame the transportation of convicts to
colonial America as part of a metropolitan response to a labor need in the periphery, i.e., the
colonies. 1 7 At roughly the same time, A. Roger Ekirch included more complete coverage of
convict transportation pursuant to the Transportation Act of 1 7 1 8 . Ekirch asserts the decree that
the English court impacted the convicts ' shipment and conditions during their Trans-Atlantic
passage, their lives in colonial America, and in some instances return to England. Bailyn and
Ekirch' s books represented an ongoing emphasis on Atlantic connectivity that had been
developing for some time and the culmination of several smaller proj ects into larger publications .
Thereafter, Farley Grubb , Kenneth Morgan, Maxwell Stewart Hamish, Peter Rushton, Gwenda
Morgan, Aaron S . Fogelman, Peter Wilson Coldham, and Edith Ziegler began to examine other
elements of convict transportation to America. For example, Farley Grubb examined economic
elements of the trade; Maxwell Stewart Hamish analyzed the global perspective of the trade; and
Kenneth Morgan has studied attributes of convict groups and elements of business operations of
a business firm.
The complexity and variety of these new studies are mirrored by the historical subjects .
Attempting to reduce those who were transported to colonial America into a simple socio-

indictments per year over the century, wi th a trend of i ndictments i ncreasi n g from the begi n n i n g of the century to i ts

Overall 50,268 criminals were indicted in Old Bailey during the century, many of whom, upon being convicted,
would be transported to colonial America.
1 7Bailyn and DeWolfe, Voyagers to the West.
end.
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economic demographic description is inherently problematic. While property crimes may largely
have been motivated by economic marginalization, other crimes that received the leniency of the
court crossed both social and economic boundaries . Other studies have highlighted these
problems as well. While historians Tim Hitchcock and Robert Shoemaker have used the term
"plebeian" to describe those who received poor relief, experienced "significant poverty" during
their lives, and found themselves at the receiving end of the British criminal justice system,
others, such as Stephanie Mawson and Thomas Calvo, have used the term as it was applied by
the colonial authorities to designate "inferior class status." 1 8 For the purposes of this thesis the
term "plebeians" will include not only these categorizations and inherently difficult descriptions
but also those individuals stigmatized by status as transported criminals. These individuals would
have often been identifiable by signals branded onto their bodies as part of their criminal
sentencing. They would receive a "T" for theft, "F" for felon, and "M" for murderer. 1 9 .
Defining "community" is a complex and difficult task. Historians, more often than not,
leave this to sociologists and anthropologists. Despite the use of often amorphous definitions of
"community" reflective of varieties "between the vertical and horizontal dimensions" of
"community," there is some consensus today as to the appropriate definition of the term. 20 The
term "community" is often attached to specific geographical locations. It also frequently reflects
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Hitchcock , and Shoemaker, London Lives, 4-5; Mawson, 699; Thomas Calvo, La plebe segun las virreyes de
America ( siglos XVI-XVIII) (Chimalistac, Mexico, D .F. : CONDUMEX, 2003).
19
Clive Emsley, Tim Hitchcock and Robert Shoemaker, "Crime and Justice - Punishments at the Old B ailey", Old
Bailey Proceedings Online (www. oldbai leyo n l i n e . org, version 7.0, 13 September 2016).
20 Lorena S. Walsh, "Community Networks in the Early Chesapeake," in Colonial ChesapeakeSociety, eds. Lois
Green Carr et all, (Chapel Hill: Published for the Institute of Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg,
Virginia, by the University of North Carolina Press, 1988): 200-241. Darrett B. Ruttman "The Social Web: A
Prospectus for the Study of the Early American Community," in, Insights and Parallels: Problems and Issues of
American Social History , ed. William L. O ' Neill (Minneapolis, Minn. : B urgess, 1973), 57-89; Richard R. Beeman,.
"The New Social History and the Search for "Community" in Colonial America, " American Quarterly 29, no. 4
( 1977): 422-443; Bernard Deacon and Moira Donald, "In search of community history", Family and Community
History , 7, no. I (2004) : 15-16; and Dennis Mills, "Defining community : a critical review of 'community,"' Family
and Community History 7, no.I (2004):8-11.
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the shared social ties and kinship networks created. Such community ties and networks can either
be established by collective action toward goals, or through membership in or identity with
particular demographic or shared ideologies. Communities can also range in size from small to
large and can be nestled within one another. Convicts ' communities were all of these things at
one time or another as their identities shifted with varying circumstances as they sought to
survive life during the early modern period.
Current examinations of community in early American history can be traced back to
1 974. In that year Kenneth Lockridge' s 1 974 monogram, A New England Town: The First

Hundred Years: Deadham, Massachusetts, 1634-1736. In the same year other detailed social
histories, Philip Greven Jr. ' s Four Generations: Population, Land, and Family in Colonial

Andover, Massachusetts, and John Demos' s A Little Commonwealth: Family Life in Plymouth
Colony, all provided detailed social histories of New England Puritan communities. Each
examined a specific Puritan community with particular geographical dimensions and considered
the political atmosphere of kinship networks and groups in the community as generational
pressures compelled changes in societal practices . By examining the transplanted rural village he
hopes to illuminate "the world we have lost" through "migration, mechanization, and
urbanization" that have altered Western society since the colonial era. 21 Social history studies of
Early American communities by Lorena Walsh, Darrett Ruttman and Anita Ruttman followed.
Walsh moved the geographical lens from New England to the Chesapeake, where in the early
seventeenth-century the county was too large to be "conterminous with community. " 22
Examining a more "diffuse" social organization, Walsh found that despite the rural distribution
of settlers "meaningful associations based on something more than pure happenstance" were
21 Peter Laslett, The World We Have Lost (Methuen, 1971); Kenneth Lockridge,
Anatomy of a Puritan Town. (New York: Norton, 1985) xi-xii.
22Walsh, "Community Networks,", 200-241, 201.
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occurring that shared not j ust culture but created "collective economic and social action." 2 3 In A

Place in Time: Middlesex County, Virginia 1650-1750 Ruttman and Ruttman conducted an
investigation of kinship and community consolidation and fracturing by examining individual
networks . More recently, John L. Brook examined cross-Atlantic connections of political
rhetoric in his countywide study of groups in The Heart of the Commonwealth: Society and

Political Culture in Worcester County, Massachusetts, 1713-1861. Others, such as Alan Taylor
in William Cooper 's Town, have also examined groups within communities in light of the new
"linguistic turn" where community studies meet linguistic studies. Trevor Bernard' s Creole

Gentlemen: The Maryland Elite 1691-1776, and Charles Steffen ' s From Gentlemen to
Townsmen: The Gentry of Baltimore County Maryland, 1660-1776 both have examined the
development of a community of wealthy gentlemen in Maryland. They returned to social science
methodological practices of Lockridge, Demos and Greven to examine kinship networks,
marriage patterns, economic development, and social hierarchy in the Chesapeake. This thesis
examines the often scattered communities of British plebeians turned criminals as modernization
and bureaucratic process transported them to the diffuse geography of the Chesapeake, and how
they maintained and shifted allegiances that consolidated and fractured along the way.
This thesis largely follows the "modern glossary" definition of "community" used by
Darrett Rutman and Anita Rutman in A Place in Time: "a group of people living together in
some identifiable and sharing a set of interests embracing their lifeways" and "that mythical state
of social wholeness in which each member has his place and in which life is regulated by
cooperation rather than by competition. It . . . always seems to be in decline at any given historical
present. Thus, community is that which each generation feels it must rediscover and re-create." 24

23 Ibid.
24 Charles Abrams, The Language of Cities: A Glossary of Terms (New York: Viking Press, 1 97 1 ), 59-60;
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It further utilizes the network approach adopting Talcott Parsons ' s work on network relationships
over two separate planes or axes. Parson' s dual planes existed with one vertical (Y axis) that
intersected a specific place and countless other places and a horizontal (X axis) that displays the
network responding to a specific location. 2 5 This thesis complicates this conception by adding
the further special dimension of correlating to change over time (Z axis). This last axis examines
the manner in which convicts chose to create and maintain community and kinship bonds as they
engaged in Atlantic movements, something that has yet to be engaged by scholars (See Image 1 ) .
This thesis will also demonstrate that i n many instances convicts were separated from
their respective home communities as they were drawn into London. Once in the metropolis they
were forced to create new communities and kinship networks in order to survive. Many of these
groups were geographically located within specific locations in London. These networks were
often small, loosely organized, and permeable groups. Convicts were indicted, j ailed, tried,
sentenced, transported, and served their sentences . During this process, individuals moved into
and out of small-scale groups and communities with relative fluidity as they identified with
others who were undergoing a similar set of circumstances and sought to collectively act in order
to achieve their goals. Once transported to North American colonies, this shifting continued. In
some circumstances convicts continued to resist. In others, former convicts assimilated and
identified with colonial culture and established themselves in the colonial communities.
Traditional narratives regarding convict servants and convict servitude have often ignored
the level of control, either actual or perceived, that these individuals had in their lives before,
during, or after their criminal sentences. Convict servants, when transported, entered into a
period of subjugation during which they were beholden to masters for a number of years . Much

25

Ruttman, A Place in Time, 24-30.
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like slaves, during this period they were limited in the lawful decisions that they could make.
They were not, however, slaves. Despite being unable to marry, move freely about, or make a
variety of other choices, convicts were, with rare exceptions, still white Britons with access to
the courts who occupied a position above enslaved blacks, despite circumstances where they
might work beside them. Moreover, for those who completed their sentences, they had the liberty
that they had temporarily lacked, reinstated. Despite vulnerability and often poverty in
metropolitan London, decreased control over their lives, and situational circumstances where
they found themselves at the sharp end of the j udicial system, convicts were able to create
communities to further their needs in London, in carceral spaces, both in England and at sea, and
in the Chesapeake.

In England London' s "plebeian" population used a variety of tactics in response to the
enforcement strategies of British officials. 26 Recently Tim Hitchcock and Robert Shoemaker
have explored the agency that many of these Londoners exercised as eighteenth-century society
evolved at a macro-level. 27 This "causal link" between an evolving society and plebeian agency
impacted broader social policy during the eighteenth century and was influenced by London ' s
criminals who operated at a micro-level b y creating kinship connections amongst themselves.
Despite the social dislocation that was often experienced by those who migrated to the capital,
the eventually transported convicts increasingly operated together tactically in the commission of
crimes and during continued resistance to the British Criminal Justice system after
transportation. These tactical choices utilized the British consumer marketplace and London's

26

For tactics and strategies this paper uses Michel de Certeau ' s definitions as followed by Tim Hitchock and Robert
Shoemaker. That is to say how criminals' everyday behaviors allowed them to achieve goals against the British
government's strategies or systems and institutions which regulated their actions. Michel de Certeau and Steven
Rendall. The Practice of Every day Life. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1 984.
27 Hitchcock , and Shoemaker, London Lives, 1 7 .
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pawn shops to deal with their situational poverty and the inability of British strategies to deal
with such social problems . Further, when these individuals were eventually brought before the
justice system and placed in carceral spaces, these bonds were often shifted, if not severed, and
newly recreated in order to deal with new sets of circumstances .
Marcus Rediker has demonstrated that slave ships were sites of transformation: floating
prisons where all people aboard during the Middle Passage were compelled to take on new roles
and different identities . Captains became wardens, sailors became j ailers, and the enshackled
individuals in ships' holds were transformed from free members of a particular tribe or kinship
group into "Africans." 28 In significant ways convict transportation paralleled the circumstances
on Transatlantic slave ships : the removal from native societies, confinement, transportation
across the Atlantic, sale, and unfree labor in the Americas . These circumstances transformed
convicts by fostering and solidifying social ties among the transported. 29 Most criminals shared a
common language and socio-economic status in London. In their incarceration in London
prisons, during their shipboard passage across the Atlantic, and relocation to Maryland and
Virginia these convicts created and extended bonds in much the same fashion as slaves did
during the Middle Passage. These criminals, closely shackled, would have been divided into
messes and close cooperation would have been required to eat, engage in limited movement, and
perform bodily functions. In some instances, this solidarity--either perpetuated from carceral
spaces in London or newly formed aboard the ships--and sense of community perpetuated their
criminal activities upon arrival in the Americas . Some exercised volition together by escaping
from the ship, running away from their masters, and engaging in continued criminal behavior and
28

Marcus Rediker, TheSlaveShip (New York: Penguin, 20 1 4 ). This is not to say that the process of transformation
from tribal to African identity was completed for all enslaved individuals on slave ships during the Middle Passage.
Rather, the Middle Passage was a critical component in this transformation of enslaved individuals from Africa.
29
In this way, transported convicts were like Africans on Trans-Atlantic slave ships who were ""inticed" to run
away "by some of [their] Ship-mates." Antigua Gazette, Nov. 29, 1 79 8 .
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often operating in groups of two or more. For others, some sought new relationships with crew
members either as informants or as sexual partners .
The broader maj ority of convicts however chose a different route and often assimilated
into colonial American culture and society. 3 0 Some certainly left the locations where they served
their masters for a variety of reasons that no doubt included both social as well as economic
factors . Others remained within the communities that they served out their sentences . Despite the
convict' s stigmata, they were, as this thesis demonstrates, able to build kinship bonds and social
networks within the communities and across socioeconomic boundaries that continued after their
sentences were served. Conditions that facilitated assimilation were particularly present in
Maryland' s Baltimore County, which was largely unique to coastal colonial Chesapeake tobacco
culture.
In the second third of the eighteenth century, B altimore was situated on a largely
undeveloped periphery of colonial Chesapeake. Although rich in timber and ore, the area largely
lacked an abundance of fertile tobacco-producing lowlands. Geographically a little over twothirds of Baltimore County was comprised of Piedmont Plateau, with meadow lowlands, summit
uplands, and stream gorges, leaving slightly less than one-third of it rich fertile farmland with
easy access to littoral waterways . As a result, this triangular meeting of upland and lowland

30Bernard B ailyn acknowledges seemingly low rates of loss of convict labor due to runaways and conceeds that rates
of even 3% seem high. B ailyn and DeWolfe, Voyagers to the West, 3 5 0 ; Records from The Archives of Maryland
further stipulate a relative absence of convicts from capital crime records in comparison to other statuses such as
slaves and free whites, "Capital Crimes: Hanged, Pardoned, and Reprieved- I All Classes by Date 1 726- 1 775,"
Archives of Maryl and Onl ine,

Abbott
Emerson Smith commented that convicts' "ultimate fate is shrouded in mystery" awaiting genealogical research,
Col onists in Bondage: WhiteServ itude and Convict Labor in America, 1 607-1 776 (Chapel Hill, N.C . : University of
North Carolina Press, 20 1 2) : 303 ; More recently, Kent Lancaster assessed that a significant number probably
established themselves locally and suggested a study was called for. R. Kent Lancaster, "Almost Chattel: The Lives
of lndentured Servants at Hampton-Northampton, Baltimore County , ' Maryl and Historical Magazine, Vol. 94, 3 ,
Fall 1 999).
http://aomol.msa. maryland. gov/megafile/msa/speccol/sc2900/sc2908/00000 l /000819/pdf/chart2.pdf;
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zones the area was the most sparsely populated portion of coastal Maryland. 3 1 hnages of
Baltimore from 1 75 2 convey this absence of population. (hnages 2 and 3 ) This environment,
unlike other portions of the coastal Chesapeake, created different entrepreneurial opportunities in
industry as well as opportunities for land acquisition that were largely unavailable in the more
affluent regions in the southern and eastern regions of the county. It is in this environment that
the present study focuses and where we find convicts creating and maintaining community ties
during and after their indentured servitudes.
Despite the surge in recent scholarship regarding transported convicts, limited research
has been done to frame the various segments of these individuals' lives into a cohesive narrative
that demonstrates how they created, maintained and kept communal bonds that enabled them to
adapt to a variety of highly stressful circumstances. What has not been done is to examine these
transported coerced laborers ' identity in relationship to their continuing changing status, and how
change over time was due to both episodic status changes and political and social geography. In
Great Britain hierarchy and patronage systems were endemic, land and resources were in short
supply, and labor was in problematic excess. Once in the Chesapeake convicts experienced a
society that was less hierarchical with comparably abundant resources, and a labor shortage. This
thesis will examine how these changes impacted transported convicts and what decisions they
made as they went from being impoverished Londoners to incarcerated and condemned convicts
to exiled and indentured servants, and, ultimately, free people in the colonial Chesapeake. Some
would choose continued resistance, while others would choose to assimilate into colonial society.
The Chesapeake experienced an influx of convicts who underwent these changes in continuing
waves as they served out their sentences . Their coerced migration, severing and forming of

31 Charles G Steffen, Fr om Gentlemen to Townsmen: The Gentry of Baltimor e County , Mary land, 1660- 1 776
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1 993).
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bonds, and identities spanned the Atlantic. Their lives were not simply British or American
stories . Instead, transported convicts present a circum-Atlantic narrative connecting the lives of
these individuals as they moved from the British Isles across the Atlantic, and in some cases,
back again. 32
This thesis will reconstruct the social ties and continued resistance among convicts
transported from London to the Chesapeake in the period between the beginnings of the War of
Jenkins ' Ear in 1 73 9 through the end of the American Revolutionary War and will present a case
study focused on the Baltimore, Maryland, area. 33 As did Allison Games in her study of migrants
from London in the early seventeenth century, this thesis will utilize a cohort analysis to describe
the lives of British migrants. 3 4 In doing so, it will demonstrate the importance to convicts and the
regions they resided in of community ties established by convicts that spanned the Atlantic basin.
Specifically, this thesis will examine convict resistance, deference, and assimilation into
colonial American society from 1 739- 1 776. It will utilize an identifiable convict cohort of 4875
convicts, with approximately 200 identified from colonial newspaper runaway advertisements
and Old B ailey indictments for return from transportation. These convicts worked on plantation
and ironworks, and escaped from the Baltimore area. In addition to these groups a sample of
convicts from B altimore County, comprising two groups listed as A and B for this thesis, were
present. Together these two groups have a concentration in, but are not limited to, two prominent
colonial families, the Ridgely family and Northampton manor, and various owners of My Lady' s

32 David Armitage, "Three Concepts of Atlantic History," in The British Atlantic World, 1500 - 1 800 (New York:
Palgrave MacMillan, 2009) : 1 7 .
3 3 This covers the present-day city o f B altimore, B altimore County and Hartford County which were collectively one
entity during the period of examination.
34 Allison Games, Migration and the Origins of the English Atlantic World (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1 999) .
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Manor, as well as other individuals, including ex-convicts, who leased land from Thomas
Brerewood.
Chapter One of this thesis will examine the conditions that transported convicts
experienced in Britain and London as many of them migrated into the metropolis . It argues that
once there, London' s plebeians were often unable to meet sustainable living costs and often
came together to form criminal communities. These groups then utilized the British consumer
culture of the period to survive by pickpocketing, thieving, burglarizing, and robbing. They then
redistributed goods back into the community through pawnshops and second-hand sales. Chapter
Two continues with these groups as they were indicted, incarcerated in London' s j ails during
trials, sentenced, and transported to the colonial Chesapeake. It examines groups of convicts as
they continued to resist the English criminal justice system. Despite the fracturing of bonds and
communities, convicts created new bonds or shifted and consolidated existing groups as they
sought to escape j ail, transportation, or colonial servitude. It shows an increasing phenomenon of
cooperation amongst convicts as they worked together and further reassesses assumptions about
the numbers of runaway convicts and those that returned to England from transportation. Chapter
Three explores the pivot that surely occurred for many convicts as they entered into colonial
society after the completion of their sentences . It reassesses the commonly held belief that
convicts upon the completion of their sentences moved away to distant locations to escape the
infamy of their former status. It closely examines the life of one transported convict, William
Isrig, who made a short migration into London, engaged in criminal behavior, was indicted,
convicted, and transported, and instead of continuing to resist, assimilated into the colonial
Chesapeake creating new and extensive community bonds in Baltimore County. Chapter Four
examines two cohorts of convicts in Baltimore County. One group arrived in the mid-eighteenth
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century and had migrated into or remained within Baltimore County, established themselves, and
assimilated into colonial society. The other group arrived just prior to the Revolutionary War.
For the second group, they entered in a period of greater instability. These convicts were, in most
instances, still subj ected to sentences of servitude at the time conflict broke out at Northampton
plantation and furnace. This chapter shows the varying conditions as explored in chapters two
and three and applies it to larger aggregates on two manors, namely My Lady' s Manor and
Northampton. In total this thesis demonstrates that convicts utilized community and kinship
connections to meet varied and diverse needs, that these connections were both strong and
tenuous at times, and that at key moments shifted. Chapter Four reassesses prior scholarship on
the nature of convicts, their lives, and provides a valuable examination of networks within
freedom, incarceration, servitude, and post servitude and how they changed over time. And most
importantly, contrary to the long-standing scholarly orthodoxy on the topic, it demonstrates that
some convicts were, upon regaining their freedom, able to successfully integrate into colonial
society, do so in the communities in which they had been bonded laborers and that their success
in doing so was in no small part due to the ex-convicts being able to maintain community ties
with other community members and ex-convicts.
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Chapter One:

"As Thick as Thieves:" Building Community Among London's Criminals

"We begin noe, through contrary to my expectation, and without my seeking, to
be pretty thick; and I thank God who reconciles me to my adversaries." Bp. Law
c. 1 756 in J. Nichols Lit. Anecd. 18th Cent. ( 1 8 1 2)
"He and I were quite 'thick. ' We rode together frequently." Richard Twining,
London tea merchant 1 7 8 1 . R. TWINING Let. 6 Sept. in Sel. Papers Twining
Family ( 1 887)

Despite the use of the word 'thick' by contemporary members of eighteenth century
English society to describe the close confidence of individuals, the term was not notably linked
with bonds among thieves ' until the nineteenth century. Regardless, the close-knit associations
that early modem British thieves formed during the eighteenth century were no doubt quite thick.
Yet, in the face of execution by England' s "Bloody Code" these bonds could also be quite
tenuous. 3 5 Joseph Lucas and his cohort of thirty criminals were hardly the only one criminals in
eighteenth-century London to create bonds and extensive networks . Other communities of
thieves , such as that consisting of Ann Baker, Ann Hill, John Wright, Mary Jane Evans, James
Doleman and John Hailey, came come together for thefts, robberies, and the distribution of
stolen goods for survival . Their communal bonds would later be weakened and ultimately broken
by an execution at Tybum, enshacklement in Newgate, transportation to the Americas and
disbursed colonial sales of group members . 3 6

35 The Bloody Code refers to the system of laws and punishments from 1 68 8- 1 8 1 5 that observed a steady increase in
capital offense crimes from approximately 50 to 220.
3 6 " thick, adj . and n . , " OED On lin e, December 20 1 4 . Oxford University Press.
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During the eighteenth century Britain experienced vast differences in its rural and
metropolitan demographics. While the nation experienced considerable population increases an
insufficient supply of land resulting from the Enclosure Acts and compounded by a labor surplus
led to a good deal of social dislocation, particularly among British working class people. 3 7
Within the British Isles, these economic conditions generally caused local, regional, and also
trans-Atlantic movement and migration. 38 Many London' s convicts ' stories begin with their
departure from peripheral areas of Britain. 3 9 As migrants moved to urban centers such as London
they experienced disconnection from kinship networks, families, and patron figures in their
former communities requiring them to form new networks . Even those who grew up in the
vicinity of London were forced to continuously shift through a changing network of relationships
as their circumstances changed. At the start of the War of Jenkin' s Ear, the British archipelago
was, and had been for some time, a place of "domestic mobility" and shifting networks. 40
There were three basic patterns of mobility within the British Isles. The first was local
movements of individuals displaced by population increases, the decline of real wages,
"precipitous" raised rents, the decline of local industries, and the absenteeism of landlords. 4 1
Roger Schofield estimates that during the eighteenth-century three-quarters of British males

37

The Enclosure Acts were a series of Parliamentary Acts which eliminated open fields previously considered
common land and assigning them property rights. These acts dramatically affected the lower portions of the socio
economic stratum who relied on these lands for their survival.
38
Those that were destitute were subject to relief by their respective local parishes. Parish residents were responsible
for the administration of alms to their own poor which were collected from parish residents for use by parish
residents. This poor relief system discouraged mobility by the poor who would have been viewed as burdensome by
parishes to which the unfortunates could not claim ties to. By the end of the seventeenth century workhouses were
established that provided "indoor relief," or a roof for the impoverished as well as employment for no compensation.
Other relief, termed "outdoor relief," was charity without placement in a poorhouse or a workhouse. Despite the
system ' s merits, it lacked the ability to deal with the true size of the impoverished population who were often mobile
and not attached to a particular parish. Hitchcock and Shoemaker, London Lives, 1 37 .
39
Bernard B ailyn, The Peopling of BritishNorth Am erica: An Introduction. (New York: Knopf, 1 986); Peter
Linebaugh, The London Hanged: Crim e and CivilSociety in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1 992): 9 1 -93.
40
Bailyn, Peopling o f BritishNorth Am erica, 20-2 1 .
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Bailyn, Voyagers to the West, 44.
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between fifteen and nineteen years of age were out of the home in search of work in service of
others within a day or few days walk from their parish of origin, and that two-thirds of both
sexes migrated from their parish of origin to other parishes. 42 Regional migration from agrarian
areas to towns was also occurring, often in the search for betterment by individuals occupying
varying positions on the socio-economic stratum. Despite the distances covered these individuals
often attempted to maintain extended kinship and patronage networks . The farther the distance
migrants traveled from their homes the more strained these efforts were. The third type of
migration, described by Bernard Bailyn as the "most dynamic," and largely the focus of this
study, was the vast flow of individuals into London and often out into the Atlantic. This
movement overlapped the other existing migration patterns and caused the enormous growth in
the capital. Each of these three migrations was neither static nor occurred in ordered progression,
instead being amorphous to individuals' needs
For those that came to London from the far reaches of Britain they were largely
disconnected from families and local parish support systems. Even for those who were from
areas closer to London, travel home was often impracticable due to logistical issues. In London
many individuals did not find the resources or employment necessary to sustain themselves in
the city. Upon arrival in the capital these dislocated workers would begin the process of creating
new ties. Many of these workers started apprenticeships that they did not finish, choosing instead
to set off on a life of crime. 43 These workers no doubt did not create a connection with their
masters . They were often subj ected to harsh conditions, demanding work, and a lack of control
of their lives; these conditions, ironically enough, would be exactly what they would be cast back

42 Roger S . Schofield, "Age Specific Mobility in an Eighteenth Century Rural English Parish," Anna/ es de
Dem ographie Historiq ue ( 1 970), 26 1 -274. Also see Peter Spufford, "Population Mobility in Pre-industrial
England," Genealogists' Magazine, 1 7 ( 1 973- 1 974): 420-429, 475-480, 5 37-543 .
43 Linebaugh, The L ondon Hanged, 94-95 .
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into upon transportation to colonial America. In the meantime, they engaged in a freedom that
was often void of legitimate economic opportunities.
Economic circumstances must have certainly been motivating factors for some who
would have been forced together into similar living accommodations in varying levels of
poverty. John Drinkwater, for example, spent at least six months living in the home of John
Warwick, who operated "a very disorderly House" named the Swan on Sheer Lane. He attested
that "there was scarce a Night pass'd, but Gentlemens Pockets were pick'd, and he always had a
share of the Money." John Thompson, alias Williams, and his wife were also forced to take up
accommodations in such an establishment; they and many others like then frequented disorderly
houses as well. 44 For others, the historical records of the Old B ailey contains repeated instances
of criminals falling into "bad," "ill," or "wicked company." In the century between 1 676 to 1 776
there are approximately four hundred examples in Ordinary 's Accounts and indictments attesting
to the creation of kinship networks by London' s criminal class. One of these men, John Cotton
would explain how he turned from his apprenticeship to acquaintance with disorderly People and
that he "neither car'd to leave their Company, nor could [he] bear to look nigardly among them"
and that one woman among them put him "into the Way of picking Pockets, and brought [him to
be] acquainted with some young Fellows who lived in the same Way." 4 5
Crammed within a few square miles, in 1 7 1 5 London consisted of 630,000 souls. Despite
a high mortality rate due to notoriously unhealthy living conditions, by the 1 760s the city' s
population soared to roughly 740,000. 46 From 1 550- 1 750 estimates calculate one million
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emigrants entered London, resulting in one of every six Britons experiencing life there . . 47
London' s criminal community during the eighteenth century was equally extensive. It is
estimated that during the late seventeenth century 1 1 5 ,000 criminals resided within the city. 48
Despite the implementation of the Transportation Act of 1 7 1 8 the persi stent and large volume of
criminal indictments over the eighteenth century i n the records of Old B ailey ' s records speaks
volumes about the perpetuation of criminal activity in London.49 The yearly total s during the
eighteenth century

peaked in 1 784 when Old B ailey recorded 1 , 1 84 i ndictments for criminal

activity; generally, the court averaged approximately

500 indictments per ye ar over the century,

with indictments increasing in number from the beginning of the century to its end.50

Overall

London' s Old Bailey saw 50,268 criminals before its benches during the century, most of who
upon being convicted would be transported to colonial America. 5 1 As these eventual criminals
migrated into London, they would form kinship connections and enter communities with each
other, often in order to eke out a living within the city.
The scale of migration into London and of criminal activity in the city, while important,
does not in and of itself link the criminals to one another. The bonds they established and
communities they formed on both the micro and macro level are important in describing the
circum-Atlantic narrative connecting their lives as they moved from the British Isles across the
Atlantic and in some instances back again. 5 2 Convicts were continually forced to form, shatter
and reform bonds as both British society and then the British criminal justice system collected
and dispersed them through the poor houses, debtors ' j ails, criminal j ails, convict ships, and
million in 1 772. Clive Emsley, Tim Hitchcock and Robert Shoemaker, " London History - London, 1 7 1 5- 1 760" , Old
Bailey Proceedings Online.
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transportation to American colonies. This chapter will examine the societal causes and networks
that criminals formed as they struggled to survive in London during the middle of the eighteenth
century. These bonds established communities of organized, semi-organized, and unorganized
criminal activity and often existed in a shadow culture that ran tandem with, and blurred into
acceptable mainstream British culture. Throughout their story, the convicts created and
maintained communal bonds that enabled them to adapt to a variety of highly stressful
circumstances, and in some instances continuously resist the system.
London was a city of immense luxury and opulence, and also one of poverty and squalor.
Elites such as the South Carolinian planter Henry Laurens and the Virginian Henry Byrd came to
London to partake in refined culture and high society in what could be described as the premier
city in the world. There they rented the latest fashionable rooms, saw the "king and queen pass
from the opera," and took in the merciless scenes at a Royal Cockpit where a pair of silver
headed avian tore at each other. 5 3 Contemporary visual images such as painter Giovanni Antonio
Canaletto ' s 1 746 depiction of Westminster Bridge, (Image 4) and Joseph van Aken' s Covent
Garden Piazza and Market, (Image 5) provide viewers a window into this world. These artists '
representations of spaces are largely devoid of the beggarly, poor, and working classes. When
non-elites are present, they typically serve to reflect the elevated status of their betters . Other
artists such as William Hogarth' s commentary on the downtrodden conditions of London ' s poor
present the less romanticized London that many immigrants found upon their arrival. Hogarth' s
1 747 series Industry and Idleness depicts the fall of an apprentice into a life of crime and his
ultimate execution. (Images 6 and 7) Defoe ' s Moll Flanders similarly describes such
circumstances that led the story' s heroine to thievery and wickedness resulting in her
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transportation to colonial America. The London "Black Guard youth" from Rag Fair in London
described by Defoe in Colonel Jack were either transported or hanged after being convicted of
criminal activities in the city. Through his adventures, Jack himself was transported as an
indentured servant to the colonies, only to later return to England.

Colonel Jack, written in 1 722, can be read as commentary on the efficiency of the
Transportation Statute of 1 7 1 8, and as an indictment of the circumstances of necessity that
caused poor and downtrodden youths to become criminals. 5 4 Similarly, John Gay' s 1 728 ballad
opera, The Beggar 's Opera, is centered on the main character Macheath' s engagement in crime
and his apprehension and imprisonment in Newgate Prison. However, neither Hogarth' s nor
Gay' s works were always accepted by elites as accurate commentaries on London' s poor, nor as
indicative of the reasons London ' s lower classes might have engaged in crime. Thus, in 1 776
John Hawkins argued that Gay' s opera did not merely describe existing conditions but rather
encouraged violence and criminality through the glorification of criminal activities and
idleness. 55
The exact reasoning behind many criminal acts has been lost to history. Economic factors
were surely a prominent issue in the lives of most eighteenth-century Britons, especially the
poor, and help place the issue of why poor workers committed crime into context. For whatever
reasons individuals turned to illegal activities, sustenance and material want surely were
elements in such widespread crime. The truly destitute in London struggled to feed and clothe
themselves and their families . Often not able to afford lodging, they were forced to sleep 'rough'
in whatever accommodations they found. These conditions typically included barns,
outbuildings, or the area beneath street markets and street side shop ' s bulks . Some of London ' s
54
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poor and beggarly criminality found refuge in the various annealing yards, such as the
Glasshouse in the Minories, where they would find warmth in the ashes during the cold
months. 5 6 These areas were also consequently, the very places that Defoe painted as a backdrop
in Colonel Jack and where many transported convicts resided.
Wages remained fairly static throughout the period in question. 57 Annual wages of £ 1 4
to £20 were considered the absolute bare minimum for single laborers to subsist on. Workers
seeking to maintain a family on £40 per annum were able to only provide the most meager of
subsistence for their families. The 'middling sort' could not sustain their level of living without
an excess of £ 1 00 per annum. Daily expenditures listed in an account book of the period
illustrates the real cost of living for a poor family consisting of a husband, wife, and four
children in 1 734. The total daily payments equaled 1 s 1 1 %d, which translates to 1 3 s 1 Od a week,
or £35 1 9s 4d per year, and did not include pleasure goods . The meager allotment for two rooms
at l s 6d per week at an additional £3 1 8s per year, and yearly clothing for the group at £9, we
arrive near a yearly total of £54 10s 4d. As the account suggests, a 'laboring mechanick'
procured less than one-half what he needed for such a budget from wages and earnings. 5 8
A new consumer marketplace had been created in the eighteenth century Atlantic
world. 5 9 The eighteenth-century consumer goods , which made up such a significant portion of
the above family' s budget, were largely created by artisans, and encompassed a far greater
portion of their budget than in post-industrial Britain. A child' s uniform at London' s Foundling
Hospital, a children ' s home for the edification and maintenance of the "exposed and deserted
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young children," was a 1 2s . 1 OY2d purchase. A hosiery salesman recorded a set of stockings
valued at 2s3d. 60 A suit for a businessman or elite could cost well over £8. Other items
referenced in the Old Bailey Proceedings also demonstrate the expense of every day goods .
Linen handkerchiefs, a commonly pilfered item, ranged in value from 2d to a couple shillings.
More exotic items such as watches were listed at varying values from 40s for silver to £3-£ 1 0 for
gold. 6 1 (Image 8) This marketplace, which was a result of a steady growth in manufacturing,
provided both the population of the British Isles and Britain' s colonial settlers with a wide
variety and steady stream of goods . These various textiles and clothing, items of silver and gold,
chinaware, and other articles, formed what T. H. Breen calls "the B aubles of Britain." 62 These
"baubles" not only created changes in material culture but also instituted social, political, and
economic change in both the British Isles and abroad. The widespread acceptance and
consumption of these items by Britons allowed both manufactures and tradespeople to flourish.
Moreover, the new consumer marketplace also provided a means for some to sustain life through
illegitimate means.
If London' s laborers were only able to procure one-half of their needed income from
legitimate means, how then did they achieve the level of sustenance required to survive? How
did those not fortunate enough to be able to earn wages as a 'mechanick' fare? For some, they no
doubt reduced costs by living in varying degrees of absolute squalor, forgoing adequate lodging,
clothing, and in some case not eating for days . They could "sleep rough" in door stoops, barns,
as well as less ceremonious places of filth and squalor, or occupy the accommodations described
by Defoe in Colonel Jack. Other scholars ' research, and that conducted here, suggests that some
60Emsley, Hitchcock and Shoemaker, " London History - Currency, Coinage and the Cost of Living," Old Bailey
Proceedings,; Hitchcock, London Lives, 23.
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of these individuals engaged in the property crimes characterized by the British criminal justice
system as 'theft. ' This group, it has been proposed, demographically fit within certain
characteristics: youth, a lack of a sustained professional identity or trade skills, and whose locus
of origins were largely outside London. Many of these individuals lived beyond a two to three
day commuting distance of their original parishes and the kinship and friendship networks that
existed at those loci. 6 3
Motivations aside, what is evident from Old Bailey Proceedings is that many poor and
working class individuals stole and sold other' s property. Old B ailey statistics for all convicts
during the period 1 739- 1 776 accounts for 1 8,994 indictments and show the largest percentage of
defendants were tried for the various crimes that construed "theft" (84.22% ), followed by violent
theft (6.89%). Of these indictments 7 ,908 individuals were sentenced to transportation. Almost
all transported convicts were convicted of some variation of "theft" (98.96% ). The most common
of these charges was "grand larceny" (58 .47 % ), followed by "from a specified place" ( 1 1 .62% ) ,
and "petty larceny" (4. 3 2 % ) . I n many o f these indictments, 1 ,394 t o b e precise, defendants were
accused of using London ' s pawn shops for payments and the potential redistribution of goods. 64
These criminals frequently selected and stole excessive quantities of items or items of specific
commercial value during the period. This informal economy was a process that occurred
throughout the British Empire where second-hand goods, and especially cloth, were valuable
commodities . 6 5 Thieves throughout the empire, including naval seamen, appear to have been
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very cognizant of the resale value of silk and linen clothing. 66 An examination of Old Bailey
cases for transported convicts for the year 1 770 reveals that out of the 2 1 8 guilty verdicts one
hundred and twenty-five or 57.34%, concerned indictments for stolen cloth or clothing 6 7
Expanding the study to the 3 , 1 76 Old Bailey prosecutions from the period from 1 763- 1 776 a
continuation of this pattern is evident. (Table 1 ) .
While clothing may have been a primary target, London' s thieves further targeted
alternative "baubles" that were small, easily moved, widely used, and which had a considerable
resale market. These targeted items certainly including precious metals . The gold repousse watch
from Illustration 5 or similar item would not have benefitted an indigent individual without a
system of trade and a network to move the goods throughout the metropolis. Poor and beggarly
individuals possessing such items were viewed with suspicion. Pawnbrokers ' and storekeeper' s
testimony at Old B ailey reveals this assumption. The indictment of Ann Rook i s a good example
of how one who was poor would be viewed with. The pawnbroker Thomas Granger testified that
when "Katharine Chainey brought the Box to him and offer'd it to pawn, but he not believing it
was her own, demanded to know how she came by it, and not satisfied with her Answer, told her,
he would stop it till he found the right Owner." 6 8 Others were either more successful or dealt
with less scrupulous pawnbrokers or outright fences that were in league with the criminals. For
example, Ann Holland was able to run away with several parcels of clothing which the rightful
owner in confronting the criminal knew to be "pawn'd she knew not where." 69 Countless others
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too like William Udal, who was able to successfully pawn a watch, and William Pugh "pawn'd . . .
Goods at several Pawnbrokers" throughout London. 7 0
Thus, it appears that these expensive items served the thieves as alternate currency.
Thieves utilized the commerce of the eighteenth-century consumer marketplace of the British
Empire, and specifically the large-scale purveyance of material items and culture in metropolitan
London, to provide themselves with a means of sustenance. At the same time these items were
largely reintroduced back into the British marketplace in either a criminal market, or through
varying degrees of legitimacy by sale in London's pawnshops. With few resources, often far
from family and kinship connections and in a world of limited charitable support, London ' s poor
often turned to crime and newly created criminal relationships to survive. Their ability to utilize
this commercial network of resales, particularly through pawn shops, was critical to their
survival.
A good deal of them certainly operated on varying levels of sophistication throughout the
metropolis as organized, semi-organized, and unorganized groups or communities. These
individuals often increasingly found others through social interaction who collectively engaged
in criminal activities and the redistribution of property. In some, if not many instances, these
connections were made through London ' s numerous taverns and public houses .
The highest of these levels can be illustrated in the widely publicized activities of Charles
Hitchins and Jonathan Wild who arguably operated early modern organized crime syndicates that
ousted criminal competition. 7 1 Wild, and individuals like him, worked to create hierarchies
absent of political motivations . These groups had a closely-knit locus of activities that sought to
achieve entrepreneurial monopolistic advancement and success that would operate perpetually.
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Upon his execution, Wild believed that his organization would continue; his pamphlet titled

Jonathan Wild 's Advice to his Successor evidences this belief. Less notorious communities of
criminals approaching this level of sophistication undoubtedly persisted inside the metropolis
throughout the eighteenth century. Outside London other criminal cohorts, such as the
Hawkhurst Gang that j oined forces with Wingham Gang, were active "gangs" of smugglers that
also met elements of organized communities possessing both hierarchical stratification, divided
labor. Beneath this level of criminal activity smaller organized groups engaged in criminal
enterprise. These smaller semi-organized communities regularly took part in purposeful criminal
activity. Beneath the semi-organized were more opportunistic criminals who appear to have
operated in more loosely organized, unorganized, or in solitarily fashion. Even though these
individuals worked alone they at the very least would later interact with other criminals to sell
goods . In all likelihood, they probably associated with other criminals more extensively.
An examination of Old Bailey reveals countless examples of individuals who were
interconnected and continuously engaged in criminal enterprise. One such group consisted of
John Wright, James Wright, John Doleman, William Shittle, Ann Hill, Ann Baker, Mary Jane
Evans, and Martha Wolfe. These individuals were all indicted together from 1 762 through 1 76 8 .
Their crimes involved group criminal activities . Members found and lured victims t o places t o be
robbed by other members dispersed and pawned goods to various members of their community,
as well as the dispersed justice amongst the group for failing to adhere to hierarchical
stratification. 7 2 Indictments of these individuals often illustrate the redistribution of goods they
stole through some of London ' s two hundred and forty or so maj or pawnshops. 7 3
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Ann Hill first appears in the historical record in January of 1 762 as a nine or ten-year old
girl who was acquitted due to her age before the Old Bailey for stealing a tea-chest, purse and
one guinea. Due to her age, Ann was remanded to the overseers of the poor. Perhaps she could
have used more overseeing, as Ann was involved in a highway robbery merely two years later in
February of 1 764. On this occasion, Hill was drinking with Ann Baker, and their eventual victim,
a merchant seaman, at a series of establishments in London. As the night progressed, the two
females got the victim increasingly intoxicated and eventually lured him to an unfamiliar part of
town under the prospect of a sexual liaison. 74 Once in Black Boy Alley the victim attested that he
was hit in the head and "was in a terrible condition, both head and mouth: the prisoner and Anne
Hill never quitted me." He was held at close knifepoint and robbed. Aided in the act by John
Wright, James Doleman, and a third man, Hill and Baker relieved the victim of his property. He
might have met an untimely end if not for an intervention of happenstance by someone opening a
door that caused most of the perpetrators to flee. In the commotion the victim collared one
assailant who he dragged down the street to a watchman. The interconnectedness of the criminals
in the area is alluded to by the watchman ' s fright. He was of no use to the victim and declared
that he "had better let him go, for I cannot assist; if I do, we shall be murdered, here is such a
number of thieves here." 75 In 1 75 1 Old Bailey Judge Henry Fielding noted the "melancholy
truth" of the watchman' s fear; he wrote that upon giving an alarm a rogue would receive the
assistance of "twenty or thirty armed villains." Fielding, widely regarded as one of the best
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magistrates from the eighteenth century, along with his brother, championed judicial and
criminal justice reform, and were largely responsible for the creation of the "Bow Street
Runners," and the origins of modern policing. Henry Fielding was acutely aware to the problems
posed by gangs of robbers as a magistrate, and wrote extensively on it. Fielding repeatedly
commented on the criminal communities and "gangs ." In one specific passage, he described one
"great gang" of approximately one hundred that possessed hierarchy and leadership through
"officers," possessed a "treasury," and sought economic gain by committing robberies and thefts
via a "regular system." 7 6 While Hill and Baker were not nearly this sophisticated they followed
similar patterns on a smaller scale. Both B aker and Hill received 6s of the victim' s money and
the two men they lured the victim to received 1 2s apiece.
Baker would be condemned at the end of the trial but the others and additional
accomplices would find themselves indicted on five more occasions for crimes ranging from
theft to robbery. These are merely the crimes we know of. There were no doubt others that went
unrecorded. The accounts of the trial above offer us insight into the close connections that the
two women had with their male accomplices; the remaining five indictments are just as
illuminative. During these trials a pawnbroker testified that Hill frequently took goods to pawn,
no doubt for the group, perhaps taking advantage of perceived innocence due to her age. 77 From
the various testimonies John Wright appears to have been the leading rogue and orchestrator of
many of the crimes. At one point Wright demanded participation by another member in robbing
an individual and then later threatened to have one of the members "taken and hanged." 7 8 In the
end Ann Hill would no longer be seen as an innocent; she would eventually be transported under
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the alias Ann Killing. John Wright and Mary Jane Evans would also be transported having been
betrayed by the prostitute and thief Mary Wolfe whom appeared to have a more distant
connection to the group and no doubt sought to save her own neck. James Wright and James
Doleman do not appear in the records again. Perhaps they changed their names, as was done with
regularity, or chose to steal away to other parts to continue their nefarious ways .

No matter the level of sophistication of cohorts of criminal groups, or if individuals
worked together, many criminals found themselves in London j ails eventually. Those that were
apprehended after engaging in crimes that utilized the British consumer marketplace for survival,
or found themselves as debtors, were placed in the various poor houses and j ails and were taken
from their kinship networks and inducted into a system that ruptured ties and yet, at the same
time aided in the creation and maintenance of criminal communities. In short, "Men and women
[often] went to j ail for being poor and came out criminals." 7 9 Criminals might have been forced
to leave one set of networks and a community but often were able to shift and form new ones as
they struggled to continue to survive and in some instances continued to resist the British
authorities.
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Chapter Two:
Continued Resistance amongst London's Criminal Communities
from the Metropolis to the Chesapeake

"I John Grimes, aged Twenty-two Years, was born in the West of Ireland, in a small Village, of
low mean Parents, who had neither Ability nor Opportunity to give me any Education, so that
from my infancy I was brought up to Idleness and thieving, which instead of being corrected in
me was rather encouraged . . . I was obliged to leave that part of the country and come to
Dublin . . . to Liverpool . . . to Bristol, and thence to London." John Grimes, 1 765 . 80

Living on the margins of British society, lacking education and coming from "low
means" John Grimes found that to sustain himself he needed to be mobile and migrate across the
British Isles. A common thief, Grimes left his Irish home seeking criminal opportunities
elsewhere within Great Britain and eventually landed up in London. Grimes and others like him
were part of a demographic that, despite intervention by British authorities and induction into the
penal system, continued to resist control of their criminal behavior. These individuals created or
modified networks in order to escape from j ails, convict transportation ships or harsh work in the
colonies, continued to engage in criminal behavior, and for some, return to England prior to their
indentured servitude being completed. In many instances, they had created communities in
London in an attempt to succeed as criminals in the metropolis. Once placed into carceral spaces
they were also in many instances forced to re-form communities of similarly criminally inclined
individuals in order to survive. These goals surely included freedom from their shackles,
sentences, and British authority.
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Those that chose to engage in continued resistance displayed an increase in group and
community associations over time. While many individuals were indicted alone, those that later
ran away showed an increase in utilizing networks that was observable in London. Statistically
this phenomenon can be observed in the Old Bailey cases by examining the criminal indictments
where individuals were indicted either singly or together in groups. Initial figures of London' s
criminals reveal a tendency for individuals to generally have been indicted alone in the
commission of criminal behavior, while a smaller percentage had acted with others . (Table 2)
However, as we shall see with convict runaways in Maryland, those that would later be identified
as involved in continued resistance had higher levels of engaging in networks in London. When
examining the resisters as a singular entity their figures are over double those of the general
group. (Table 3 )
Despite an increase of criminal networks, these individuals were often disconnected from
influential members of the community. The absence of influential individuals who could speak
on behalf of a criminal can be gleaned from the Old Bailey. (Table 4) Douglas Hay in an
examination of the eighteenth-century British judicial system argues for the importance of this
vouching in the j udiciary system. He asserts that these character references were instrumental in
the administration of leniency on the criminal, and specifically when coming from well-to-do
gentry or elites. As Mary Beth Norton has noted in connection with Black Loyalists ' petitions
for pensions after the American Revolution, British officials put great weight on those who had
elites speaking on their behalf. 8 1 While hardly surprising given British class attitudes, this
attitude that non-elites needed elite verification of their claims had considerable negative
implications for new migrants to the capital indicted for criminal offences. In London, the vast
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maj ority of new residents relieved themselves of social ties and "persisting personal
relationships" that would have allowed for the type of character reference that was of such
importance in the criminal courts. 82 That this lack of character references was so instrumental in
obtaining a reprieve by the offenders suggests Hay' s contention is correct. Criminals that came
from the farther reaches of the British Isles lacked legitimate members of the community whose
standing allowed for leniency.
After indictments, and the convictions that followed, the very unlucky were condemned
to death. Their lives were often recorded by the Ordinary of Newgate or a member of the clergy
outside of London. The formulaic nature of criminal confessions was clearly designed to
condemn associations with individuals of ill repute, but they also allude to kinship networks
among criminals who often j oined with "wicked company. " John Grimes, attested that " [he] was
brought up to Idleness and thieving, which, instead of being corrected . . . was rather
encouraged," and was largely based, according to Grimes, on his socio-economic condition. 83 It
was such a typical explanation for criminal activity in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
that was ubiquitous throughout trial accounts and confessions before executions . The more
fortunate who were not awaiting execution for crimes or were debtors placed in the various poor
houses and j ails were inducted into a system that ruptured ties and yet further aided in the
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creation of communities ; in short "Men and women went to j ail for being poor and came out
criminals." 84
If the criminal did not come into Newgate with a series of social ties and bonds they were
given opportunities to create such social connections. Those convicted and sentenced to
transportation typically found themselves occupying the most modest conditions in Newgate. 8 5
The prison was divided into four portions. (Image 9) Of these, the Master' s side contained
thirteen common wards measuring 26 feet by 32 feet, each accommodating thirty prisoners .
Living in tandem with the criminals was a variety of "pets, pigs, pigeons, and poultry," wives
who came and went, and children. 8 6 Despite enshacklement, prisoners could freely mix with
visitors and the rest of the population, both male and female. Individuals imprisoned in Newgate
who were sentenced to transportation lived among a sea of hardened criminals comprising
rapists, thieves, blackmailers, forgers, thugs and highwaymen.
This societal microcosm contained purveyors of goods, strong drinks in gin and ale, and
was "a dismal prison . . . a place of calamity . . . a habitation of misery, a confused chaos . . . a
bottomless pit of violence. " 8 7 In many regards it mirrored society outside its walls and was a
continuation of community formed by criminals on the London streets . Networks that had been
ruptured could be recreated inside the prison' s walls. The prisons were hierarchical often with an
elected convict responsible for the administration of duties inside. The j ail systems that housed
criminals were stratified by wealth. Privileged inmates known as "the steward" were either
selected as the "oldest prisoner" or chosen by the maj ority as a sort of overseer. 88 The size and
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operation of these j ails, with small cells that housed large numbers of convicts, forced the
convicts to organize to eat and live together in hierarchical fashion with new prisoners
responsible for certain unfavorable tasks just as the venerable criminal steward was awarded
with privilege. A London Fleet prisoner commenting on one such group in 1 73 1 noted how they
were, "a little community among ourselves, a Body Politik, whereof not a single member should
suffer but the whole should be concerned." 8 9
For safety individuals surely engaged in group kinship creation if they were not reunited
with those that they already had connections from previous criminal activities with. The
confinement of thirty individuals within an area of only 832 square feet over a period of months,
one would imagine, would have led to the further development of relationships. The Fleet Prison
prisoner' s "little community" of others was a periphery of London society infused and dispersed
throughout the causeways of the metropolis, and collected and contained within the various
prisons such as Fleet and Newgate. 9 0
Language unified individuals. That London ' s "Body Politik" shared a common language
is certain. In many cases the group, comprised of common working people of the metropolis,
would through their "common linguistic culture," possess an alternative means of
communication. This alternative language comprised unique j argon and slang terms, commonly
referred to as "thieves ' cant." The presence of this language among British thieves is made
evident by dictionaries of this 'language' that began to appear in the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries . These dictionaries gave readers a glimpse at a "vigorous, threatening
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underworld or an outlawed deviant population," but were not solely related to the criminal subculture per se. 9 1 The bonds in language would have provided a further means for those engaged
in criminal activities on the streets, imprisoned in London ' s j ails, and onboard transportation
ships to solidify and bond into a singular group. There mere understanding of certain j argon by
these individuals could very well have been enough for inclusion and a sense of a potential
outsider being considered a member.
Once a transportation ship arrived in London convicts departed the cold miserable
confines of Newgate in groups . They would have been chained two by two in heavy shackles as
they left and were forced to march in bondage to the docks at Blackfriar (Images 1 0 and 1 1 ) .
Only the very fortunate fe w who had money enough t o procure alternative transportation by
horse or carriage were spared this indignity. 9 2 Crowds of Londoners often greeted such
processions of convicts taunting and mocking the prisoners in the same fashion as the mobs that
heckled those being carted to their executions at Tyburn. An account from two decades earlier
describes London ' s streets as "exceedingly crowded with people" shouting for retribution against
one felon who was to be transported. The unfortunate prisoners were bombarded with cries of
"hang the dog," and volleys of dirt and stones. 9 3
The crowd was not solely a dissatisfied mob, however, and the criminal ' s loved ones and
friends would have been intermingled amongst the procession and in all probability engaged in
final tearful goodbyes. On a summer' s day in July of 1 77 1 , James Revel, along with one hundred
and twenty-six other felons, embarked on this very j ourney in the footsteps of previous criminals,
to be stowed in the depths of the Thornton, under Captain Dougal McDougal. Unlike his
91
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predecessors, Revel left an account of the j ourney, and commented that the departure "vex ' d" his
parents, who were attending the procession. His father said, "it cuts me to the heart, to think on
such a cause as this we part." Revel, his soul "pierced" was filled with "grief and shame"
breaking into tears . 94
Once at the docks criminals were loaded onto transportation ships where they awaited
departure and an eight-to-ten-week j ourney across the Atlantic. The voyage was comparable to
slave passage, and subject to its "infamous symbols of control." 9 5 In every aspect of
transportation convicts were subj ected to conditions that encouraged and often forced the
formation of relationships and community. Convicts were subjected to treatment collectively
from the onset where they were searched, stripped, and examined by the ship ' s medical officer.
They were then shackled together in groups where cooperation was necessary simply to move or
defecate, and tightly packed together into the cargo hold where they for the most part remained.
Food allotments were divided into messes for consumption. As was true for seamen, messes
became important social locales for convicts to forge relationships through the division and
consumption of food. 96 Thus, survival in such an environment often depended upon social bonds
and networks for the simplest of provisions . Building community or reinforcing networks aboard
the ships was essential .
Although infrequent, this cohesive group was able to engage in community action
through insurrections on ships taking them to American colonies. 97 While these instances are not
recorded for the vessels studied sailing from London and Bristol to the Chesapeake between
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1 739 and 1 776, it does not mean that they were not feared. Captains were no doubt all too aware
of occurrences, such as that which befell Captain Ford off the coast of Ireland in 1 766. Ford had
been sailing to Florida with a cargo of one hundred and fifty convicts when, during the night, the
convicts managed to "knock off their chains, surprise the captain and crew, threw them
overboard, and then making for the shore, got clear off before any discovery was made. " 9 8 The
ship was thereafter found abandoned and listing by another ship. As was true with slave ships,
insurrections and escape attempts often occurred close to shore where unseasoned sailors and
landsmen had the opportunity to escape without possessing seafaring and navigation knowledge
that would be required in the open ocean. 99 More often the convicts established bonds on board,
spent the several months in London j ails or passage plotting, and engaged in escape attempts,
either before the ships left London, or once the ships arrived in the colonies . 1 00 The action of
escapees suggests the formation of community ties while the prisoners had been in London j ails,
and while being transported across the Atlantic.
Colonials were eager to lampoon convicts in the newspapers and paint the maj ority as a
perpetual blight on Chesapeake society. However, closer analysis calls for a reexamination of
this view of convicts. Contrary to Franklin ' s assessment that all convicts were equal to
rattlesnakes, the data on convicts that continued their resistance through running away, returning
from transportation, and continuing criminal behavior appears to represent a small portion of the
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totality of the transported convicts . 1 0 1 Moreover, as discussed in Chapter _, a not inconsiderable
number of former transported convicts, upon the expiration of their required indenture servitude,
became useful members of Maryland society. And even those that did resist colonial
governmental authority often did so in a manner that evidenced efforts by the convicts to create
and maintain community ties. It is possible that the data available does not represent the entirety
of the resistance that these convicts made to the social institutions exerted upon them. Many
could have unsuccessfully engaged in escape attempts that never warranted the use of the various
colonial newspapers . Others could have engaged in minor criminal activities that did not j ustify
the wrath of the colonial court system, justice instead being handled by the convict' s master at
manorial courts without the involvement of the colonial county judicial system.
Runaway advertisements from colonial Chesapeake provide information about those that
ran away and indicate the level of cooperation and community these convicts engaged in to seek
their freedom. Kenneth Morgan' s research on transported convicts concludes that most of the
cohort he studied ran away alone, that only one-third ran in pairs, and in totality roughly half ran
away in groups of two or more. Somewhat more importantly, Morgan also found that when his
group did run they did so with others from the same county, region or assize court; their "local
English loyalties and common culture were reinforced by the experience of convict servitude

. .

1 02

Convicts in Virginia Gazette articles also show a propensity for running away together. 1 0 3
The individuals in this study reveal a similar pattern where over half ran in groups of two
or more. For those that engaged in running away the sample from London reveals that these
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individuals only represented one hundred and ninety-four out of five thousand six hundred and
fourteen transported convicts (3 . 5 % ) . 1 04 Morgan' s study when reassessed in comparison with
information from Old B ailey indictments paints a different picture and further adds to the
establishment of community connections. (See Table 2, 3 , 5 , and 6) When compared with the
statistical information available from criminal indictments from London and Middlesex Counties
we see a radical increase in group activities . The convicts' behavior suggested the establishment
of kinship bonds in order to meet convicts ' needs. By the time the convicts had reached the
colonies the propensity for group resistance from the bonds and kinship networks formed during
their past had almost statistically inverted itself. While at first glance this may seem surprising,
further analysis demonstrates that this inversion was a natural, and probably quite expected
outcome for many of the convicts brought to the Chesapeake. For some it probably came more
naturally than others . John Wright, the probable leader of small group of thieves from the
previous chapter for example, separated from them by j ail and colonial sale, formed an alliance
with William Lewis and ran away from the Patapsco furnace at Elkridge Landing on August 9,
1 766 after only a few months in the colony.
Simon Pugh, Miles Cooke, James Anderson, James Donaldson and Robert Walker
escaped together from the Dolphin as it sat in the Patapsca River in Maryland on August 8, 1 76 3 .
Pugh and the others were each convicted at different times and i n Pugh' s and Walker' s case at
different locations . Having committed their crimes either alone (Pugh and Walker) or with others
not part of their escape plan (Donaldson and Cooke) these five men do not appear to have had
ties prior to their entry onto the Dolphin. It was during their shipboard passage that they formed
bonds that would allow them to stealth away in the night aboard a twenty-foot yawl with sails
1 04
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once the Dolphin made the Chesapeake coast. 1 05 This ship is also in all probably the same ship
that John Grimes attested in his final confession to having been transported on. It might even be
that he is one of these very individuals since no John Grimes appears on any manifest for the

Dolphin under Captain Craymer. Felons who wished to persist in criminal enterprises frequently
took new names to suit their needs and aid in continued resistance. Others aboard the same ship
would later form bonds and escape from their purchasers at plantations and industrial facilities,
such as iron-works, all across Baltimore County.
Criminal biography coverage, such as Ordinary ' s Accounts and Alexander Smith' s
history, and literary pieces such as Defoe ' s Col. Jack and Moll Flanders, helped create a popular
notion that many criminals returned to England during the colonial period. Despite this view,
very few of those that ran away were actually able to return to England. 1 06 Those that actually
managed to return to England are difficult to calculate but statistically would probably have
amounted to less than one percent of all transported convicts. Peter Rushton and Gwenda
Morgan have conducted research into the phenomenon and assert some basic types of returnees .
The first of which technically are not returnees at all, but manage to escape after sentencing but
before the ship sets sail. They cite two particular instances, and note that both individuals were
"members of a professional gang" and therefore had community connections that helped them to
facilitate their escape. A second group was those who were rerouted to other destinations due to
problems with the ship at sea. The third group, those that actually returned from the colonies was
also comprised "usually of members of well-organized gangs who had the resources, both
1 05
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personal and financial to organize, pay for, or work, their passage back." 1 07 Another subset of
those capable of returning from the colonies included those who had experience as professional
seafarers and were able to escape to the sea after demonstrating their maritime abilities to ship
captains . The Revolutionary War provides a third subset of these individuals . Some convicts
were recruited by British military forces during the war and promised their freedom in exchange
for service.
Old Bailey records from 1 763 through 1 783 contains eighty-six instances of indictments
for return from transportation. Of these indictments, it should be noted that in eighteen instances
individuals were part of an escape from a ship while it was still anchored in the Thames at
Blackfriar. In another four instances, the alleged offender cited proclamations from colonial
military authorities promising absolution for their crimes in return for military service against the
rebellious colonies. While Rushton and Morgan assert that few convicts had the means or ability
to return to England from the Chesapeake some convicts did in fact manage to get themselves
back in London.
John Wright and his accomplices were but one instance of communities of criminals in
London. While Wright' s kinship networks were eventually tom apart by indictments and
transportations other "thicker" communities were able to endure the British justice system.
Joseph Lucas, with whom we began the thesis, no doubt began his criminal enterprises at a
young age. In 1 734, a year before he would be transported to Maryland, he was already involved
in at least a small community of criminals in London. Along with two others he had been
drinking brandy when they stole a boat from near Rag-Fair to "see what they could get." That
these individuals were all experienced criminals is suggested by the indictments which lists street
10 7 G. Morgan and P. Rushton, " Running Away and Returning Home: the Fate of English Convicts in the American
Colonies," CRIME HISTOR Y AND SOCIETIES 7 (2003) : 6 1 -80, 72-75 .
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names and aliases such as "black-head" and "Paps-nose" for both of the co-conspirators . The
boat ride led them to The Happy Return. Once there Lucas boarded and relieved the ship of a
variety of clothes, silver, and a watch. The proceeds were then distributed by at least one other
female accomplice to three different locations and the money was divided between the three
criminals. 1 0 8 Lucas transportation the following year did not prevent his eventual return with
another convict. Once back in London Lucas re-engaged in criminal behavior that was, as has
been noted, more extensive, and ultimately more lethal. Despite Lucas and other' s deaths at
Tybum many of the remaining members lived on through sentences of transportation, or simply
do not reappear in further indictments. They could very well have changed their names and
continued on with new community networks of thieves and rogues .
Control of criminal networks was not limited to men. Women rose to positions of
leadership as well. Mary Young, alias Merphew, Jenny, and Jane Webb became a leader and was
known in the thieves ' community as "Jenny Diver" or "Diving Jenny; it was a reference to the
dexterity with which she could relieve a victim' s pocket of their contents ." As a leader she was
in a hierarchical position and created rules which closely mirror other criminal communities such
as pirates and their Articles of Agreement. Diver' s rules were as follows:
No one to be admitted to the gang without the consent of all members
No person to be permitted to embark on private thefts on pain of being dismissed
Any proposed new member to serve a month' s probation and, during that time, to be
instructed in the "Cant Tongue," that is, to be able to speak intelligibly to members of the
gang but to be incomprehensible to anyone else.
If any member was taken up, all the other members to swear to anything in order to
secure a release but, if the member were convicted, an allowance to become payable to
that member while in prison to enable him or her to live as a gentlemen or gentlewoman.
1 08
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It has been estimated that Mary' s close-knit community of rogues amassed as much as £300 per
member, and despite two transportations under the aliases Mary Webb in 1 728 and Jane Webb in
1 73 8 , she was repeatedly able to return to London until her eventual demise in January of
1 74 1 . 1 09 While both Joseph Lucas and Mary Young were involved in criminal communities
before induction into the British criminal justice system their careers are exponentially more
expansive after incarceration in London j ails, transportation, and return to England.
Continued criminal behavior also appears to be misrepresented by colonial authors .
Research for this thesis continues to support Ekirch' s prior assessment that colonial convict' s
continued resistance through criminal activities was reduced. Indictments of convict servants
were less frequent in comparison to those of other statuses, such as free whites and slaves, in
Maryland as well as throughout the colonial Chesapeake in general. 1 1 0 Those charged with
capital crimes in the colonial Maryland from 1 739- 1 776 reveal that convicts were charged third
behind slaves and free whites in frequency. Of the four hundred and six indictments, slaves
represented two hundred and twenty-three (54.9% ), of the offenses; free whites were listed on
one hundred and five instances (25 . 8 % ) while convict servants were listed sixty-six times
( 1 6.25%); the remaining percentage was represented by other indentured servants. Further, these
figures remain consistent when examining Baltimore County as a singular entity. 1 1 1 (Table 7 and
8)
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These figures seem especially low in comparison to colonial population figures. The
census for 1 755 in Maryland records the following: 98,357 free whites, 50, 778 of whom were
under sixteen years of age, 6,870 white indentured servants, 1 ,470 of whom were under sixteen
years of age, 1 ,98 1 convict servants, 88 of whom were under sixteen years of age, 1 ,664 free
blacks and mulattos, 922 of whom were under sixteen years of age, and 44,492 slaves 2 1 ,276 of
whom were under sixteen years of age. At the same time in 1 75 5 , only fourteen capital crime
indictments are recorded. Eleven of these were slaves, two were convict servants, and one was an
indentured servant. 1 1 2
Some transported convicts no doubt did continue engaging in criminality; however, they
were more often than not working alone. Many of the instances of murder could have been
spontaneous passionate acts where individuals could have been responding rashly to
circumstances. It is less likely that the burglars and thieves can be explained away in this nature.
An examination of the capital crime indictments for Maryland reveals a reduction on convict
servants working together in the commission of their crimes. Of the sixty-six convicts who were
indicted for felonies from theft to murder from all of Maryland twenty-two (36.4%) acted with
another. The remaining forty-two (63 .6%) were indicted alone. The figures for B altimore County
are even more skewed with only two ( 1 5 .4%) of the county' s thirteen working with others .
(Tables 7 and 8)
One of the Baltimore County instances was for "housebreaking and theft" with an
accomplice slave. The second instance was the gruesome murder of S arah Clark which received
much more attention. On this occasion, the free white son-in-law of the victim enticed the
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convict and others into a scheme to commit murder for his financial gain. 1 1 3 A closer
examination of the crimes shows that for all of Maryland ten indictments ( 1 5 . 1 % ) were for horse
theft, and probably attempts by the convict to actually run away, and another nineteen were for
murder or attempted murder. Some of which were probably spontaneous instances of passion
such as Francis Fitzpatrick who murdered his mistress and was condemned to death in January of
1 77 1 . The remaining were for burglary, housebreaking, theft and robbery. 1 1 4
Individuals like John Grimes and his accomplices John Fagan and John Johnson who
j oined together and perpetuated criminal activity while sensational in their treatment in the
newspapers and trial accounts do not reflect the standard behavior for convict servants
throughout the Chesapeake. Such criminal enterprises across the colonies would result in their
execution. This was the extreme in continued resistance and it ofteJ?. resulted in the perpetrator
being condemned to a short fall at the end of a rope. Those individuals that found themselves
before the colonial manor courts and county courts faced a similar version of justice as they had
in Britain. They were now valuable property to their owners and in all but the extreme
circumstances the legal system found greater value in their continued labor then in having them
executed. Convicts who engaged in crime in the colonies would often be subj ected to periods of
additional service and have crimes reduced much in the same matter they had been reprieved at
the Old Bailey. More frequently convicts who chose continued resistance sought to run away to
freedom. These individuals frequently used networks of fellow convict servants to accomplish
this. And, m ore often than that, they sought to assimilate into colonial societies, whether this
meant a short migration after their sentence or in some instances no relocation at all .
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Chapter Three:

William Isgrig: An Ex-Convict' s Life That Undermines
The Traditional View of Former Convicts' Lives in B ritish North America

"Those who survive the term of servitude, seldom establish their residence in this
country: the stamp of infamy is too strong upon them to be easily erased: they
either return to Europe, and renew their former practices; or, if they have
fortunately imbibed habits of honesty and industry, they remove to a distant
situation, where they may hope to remain unknown, and be enabled to pursue
with credit every possible method of becoming useful members of society. " 1 1 5
Writing in September of 1 770, William Eddis ' s above often quoted passage is augmented
further by his declared "tolerable understanding" on the exodus of convicts from their area of
servitude. He contradicts himself within the same letter when he notes that "the difference is
merely nominal between the indented servant and the convicted felon . . . [and] that there are but
few instances wherein they experience different treatment." Eddis states the reasoning for this
"nominal" differentiation by the colonists on the belief that no British subj ect, regardless of their
indentured or convict status, would abandon England for the colonies . He continues that planters
often preferred convicts due to their required additional years of service. 1 1 6 Colonial plantation
owner Turbutt Wright echoed some of these sentiments in a 1 773 letter to convict contractors
while seeking laborers ; he was certainly not the only plantation owner to have such an
opinion. 1 1 7
If productive convict servants were thought to be on par with other indentured servants
and the maj ority of indentured servants did not flee the colonies and return to England upon the
completion of their service, then why would the convicts be perceived in the terms Eddis set
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forth? Like many indentured servants , convicts did move after their sentences, although probably
not for the supposed reasons Eddis posits . These individuals more than likely often entered a
mobile labor pool in search of independence, or sought land for agricultural development instead
of additional indentures. 1 1 8 It is more probable that the motivation of land acquisition and
personal liberty were responsible for ex-convicts ' movements than any escape from "infamy" on
the convicts ' part. Their movements after completion of their sentences were yet one more in a
series of convergences and disjunctures as they entered and left communities in search of
success.
Convicts and indentured servants had two options upon the completion of their sentences.
These individuals could migrate out of the area, or remain in the general vicinity of their
servitude. William Isgrig represents one of these individuals who chose to migrate, and probably
did so over a relatively short distance. For Isgrig land acquisition and agricultural development
seems to be the motivating factor for his relocation; many other convicts no doubt fit some of the
same patterns. Isgrig' s early years in London conform with what might be described as average
circumstances and description of a transported convict. 1 1 9 Upon conviction Isgrig, was in all
probability, transported to Northern Virginia, Southern Maryland or Eastern Shore Maryland,
and ultimately migrated into colonial Baltimore County concluding his indenture. 1 2 0 As is typical
for many convict servants, upon his arrival in the Chesapeake, Isgrig disappears from colonial
records during his servitude. Less typical, he reappears following his indenture. Upon its
1 18
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completion, he, like many other former convicts, integrated into colonial society forming close
interconnecting relationships within the community, and found through these new relationships
the success that had eluded him and others earlier in life. By examining his life further, we can
observe a reinforcement of previously understood patterns of convict servants. Isgrig also
provides documentation of the often overlooked disappearance into colonial American society by
convicts upon the completion of their sentences. This phenomenon has previously been
notoriously difficult to track.
What would cause a convict like Isgrig, one who appears to have either diligently
fulfilled his obligation, or at least not engaged in or been prosecuted for further infractions in the
records, to move away from the area he had come to know in the colonies? Clearly the push and
or pull away must have been greater than any ties to the local area where they had been. Access
to property, economic opportunities, civil liberties and community membership, partners, as well
as discrimination, stigmatization, and lack of a feeling of belonging in the local community could
have all been factors in Isgrig' s migration away from the area of his indenture.
For many convict populations were an "abomination. " 1 2 1 Benj amin Franklin' s vehement
obj ections to the importation of convicts were not the only protests against England ' s criminal
class being transported to the colonies. William Byrd II encouraged Britain to hang the felons
there, and even the advocates of transportation conceded that at the very least it occasionally
deposited "dregs" and "scum" in the colonies. 1 22 Virginia and Maryland both made unsuccessful
attempts to pass legislation against convict importation, and Pennsylvania was for a time
successful in resisting convict importation through not sending legislation back to Britain for
approval . Together with Eddis ' s conceptions, these acts of colonial legislative resistance to
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convict transportation paints a rather dismal picture of colonists ' perceptions of British convicts.
There were however, those in favored and defended the practice.
After a particularly violent outbreak of sickness in the Chesapeake during 1 767 the
importation of convicts was the subject of much of the blame. In a letter to the printers of the

Maryland Gazette an individual, only identified as A.B . , not only spoke out against quarantine
legislation against convicts but questioned the validity of the blame being placed on convicts for
the country' s current medical afflictions. Further, he commented on the merits of convicts as
well. The writer argued that the country could not be settled without some sort of labor and that
"it is much better to receive convicts than slaves." 1 23 The author continued:

"The wicked and bad of them [convicts] that come into this Province, mostly run away to
the Northward, mix with their People, and pass for honest Men; whist those, more
innocent, and who came for very small Offences, serve their Time out here, behave well,
and become useful People." 1 24
The author, most probably a convict contractor or someone affiliated with importation, continued
by positing that over the prior thirty years some six hundred convicts per year had come to the
colonies and of those some four hundred had become members of existing colonial families. 1 25
This was a fact disputed with some ferocity in the August 20 1 767 edition of the Maryland

Gazette; when an appeal for caution against imported convicts was published. 1 26 The topic was
certainly a heated one as it took up the entire front page, and replaced the international news that
usually occupied this prime space.
Just as perceptions of convict servants differed so did t treatment of them by masters .
Accounts of their treatment ranged from brutality to kindness and benevolence. Some were
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procured by "a very rigid, severe master" who "cruelly and unmercifully" administered beatings.
After the drowning and supposed suicide of convict servant Elisha Williams the coroner
commented that "rigorous usage and ill treatment" by masters is "very often" the "cause of many
servants making an end of themselves." 1 27 A subsequent inquest found the master' s mistress,
who had treated Williams poorly, responsible. The treatment and commentary on convicts draws
parallels to slaves who experienced, "permanent violent and personal domination of natally
alienated and generally dishonored persons," but also animalization which allowed for the
rej ection of any redeeming qualities in the slaves. 1 28 Other convict servants were more fortunate
and enj oyed humane treatment, enough for some to even sign future indentures with their
masters . 1 2 9 Some, like James Revel, experienced both. Revel was afflicted by a "brutal and
inhumane master" early on in the colonies until his master' s death resulted in a sale to a "kind
new master. " 1 3 0
Despite heated debates about the occurrence of intermarriage of convicts into colonial
society such as those in the Maryland Gazette in 1 767, the convicts in many instances did find
spouses at some point after arriving in the Chesapeake. In a place where land was plentiful, and
wealth and property largely mobile, a matrimonial match could secure ones "fortune" for
generations to come. 1 3 1 For the wealthy and advantaged these arrangements were mostly more
about business than any romantic visions or a match. The less prosperous demographics of the
population were freer to choose partners. For lower and middling class individuals who wished
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to establish new farms on a frontier a wife and future children were critically important. While
most no doubt conformed to partner selections within class boundaries or found widows and
orphans as partners, it is clear from the cohort studied for this thesis that in some cases convicts
were able to enter unions with women from wealthy families. It was possible that these convicts
had disguised their prior status through new prosperity, but is unlikely that they were completely
able to hide the fact of their prior service in all instances, particularly if branded for their crimes.
The availability of a suitable partner could have offered the cohesion that a servant needed to
integrate and remain in an existing community and the absence of one could j ust as likely have
been another motivating factor for departure.
A lack of significant ties in a community would offer little motivation for an individual to
stay. However, local relationships usually were not enough to bind individuals to areas of the
Chesapeake without a means of economic viability. The entirety of the Chesapeake ' s colonial
population at all economic and social levels was inherently mobile. As Lorena Walsh has
demonstrated, there was extensive movement amongst colonials in the Chesapeake during the
late seventeenth century. Walsh' s analysis of one manor found that: only eight of forty-four adult
males subj ects examined ( 1 8 percent) remained there a decade later, of seventeen property
holders only five remained (29 percent), and that non-property holders were particularly mobile,
with only two of nineteen ( 1 0. 5 percent) remaining in the area. 1 32 Former servants on the manor
had little to tie them to the area since they were not married and did not have organized religion
nearby. 1 33 Despite demographical changes over time little seems to have changed for many
Chesapeake residents by the mid-eighteenth century. Increased populations and economic
competitions would have only caused increased migration.
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Settling onto lands at a distance from areas known to individuals meant establishing fresh
relationships in new communities . Even in sparsely populated rural regions, individuals no doubt
forged meaningful relationships based on both necessity and the sharing of common
characteristics regardless of any former status whether known or not. Moreover, most families
after moving to a new location in the Chesapeake quickly came to know their neighbors
intimately including their economic to social positions. 1 3 4 Most relationships were established
through liaison. A merchant in Annapolis might for example write to an acquaintance to vouch
for a person' s character in Baltimore or Philadelphia on the individual ' s behalf. Most other
communications during the period would have been "face-to-face" rarely going beyond five
miles. 1 3 5 By the middle of the eighteenth-century population densities often allowed for more
selective relationships to be formed between individuals with shared interests. Over time the
nature of relationships in the communities frequently changed from friendships amongst
neighbors to kinship networks as residents intermarried with other families. 1 3 6 These
relationships created colonial "neighborhoods" based on these geographic limitations and social
networks . Early on in Maryland these boundaries often conformed to the various hundreds of a
given county and by the second half of the eighteenth century had been refined to even greater
geographical or genealogical specificity. 1 3 7 By the middle of the eighteenth-century
immigration, out-migration, and mortality still played a significant role in fluctuations in
neighborhood community demographics, as they had in earlier periods. This was especially true
in peripheral areas such as Baltimore County. These fluctuations, however, still allowed for the
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creation and building of relationships based on religious and economic similarities as well as
personal and community needs which would endure for some. 1 38
By the mid-eighteenth century, those like William Isgrig, who were seeking lands of their
own, had essentially three options . The first of these was to purchase the land outright through
land markets that had developed since the failure of the headright system in the late seventeenth
century. 1 3 9 Lands on the peripheral frontier could be had for relatively little and increased in
value the closer one moved towards towns. Alternatively individuals could gain land through
military service, especially in times of conflict. A third and more tenuous method involved
simply moving into an area and beginning to cultivate the land in the hopes of establishing tenure
over it.
The locations properties were available often greatly influenced migratory patterns.
Naturally this was continuously in flux and changed over time as locations were settled and the
frontier expanded. During the late seventeenth century, the quest for land moved further up the
river systems of the lowland Chesapeake, including the Potomac for example, as population
densities in the lower portions of the Chesapeake filled. 1 4° For those individuals searching for
land in the middle of the eighteenth century much of the tidewater areas of the lower Chesapeake
had been settled for some time. Uncultivated land there was rare, and any that was often
agriculturally undesirable. The maj ority of land that was already established would further
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command a premium. This was especially true for lower Maryland and Virginia lands used for
tobacco cultivation. 1 4 1

There were pockets of unsettled land near the coast. Despite its creation in 1 659,
Baltimore County and the surrounding countryside were still sparsely populated by the mideighteenth century. The county lagged behind its southern neighbors in both population and
development. B altimore County experienced growth later and provided one of the few
opportunities for those seeking land in eastern Maryland during the second-half of the eighteenth
century. 1 42 As previously discussed, this was largely due to the area' s peripheral location and
less than premium geographical features. The availability of land in Baltimore County can be
seen through the county' s patent and lease records, which, when viewed on a map over the
decades, show the steady movements northwest into the Piedmont foothills from the more fertile
coastal plain. Many areas of Baltimore County remained unpatented well into the 1 780s .
Moreover, even when land was patented it did not necessarily mean that the land was
developed. 1 43 In fact, it is fairly safe to conclude that the line of patents in general extended
beyond the area of agricultural development creating an undeveloped yet claimed zone of
properties on the periphery of settlement as expansion took place. (Images 1 2 and 1 3)
The speed with which Isgrig migrated, the exact circumstances of his departure from any
other area, and the factors that motivated him to move are unknown. Any speculation about these
circumstances would be pure conjecture but no doubt fit some of the previously discussed
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circumstances. What is known is that Isgrig appears in the historical records in Baltimore
County following his term of indentured servitude. By 1 749 Isgrig was in the county and had
almost certainly been there for some time since he had established sufficient community ties to
be an administrator for a will. 1 44 He was probably already involved in land settlement or
unofficial leasing at this point and was neighbored within a few miles of two fellow convicts,
Charles Motherby and Renaldo Monk. 1 45 Monk also migrated into Baltimore County, and it is
probable that Motherby did as well, in search of economic advancement through land
acquisition. 1 46
These settlements at the time were close to the frontier boundaries where the only
transportation systems beyond them were old Indian trails, and were in relatively close proximity
to the Garrison Fort. 1 47 Here the land was most likely undeveloped and available for relatively
little capital up front. Unrecorded arrangements between patent holders and tenants also probably
provided a means for individuals to settle into these new areas .
Whether Isgrig entered into one of these forms of land development is unclear. What is
clear is that by 1 763 he was a taxable, by 1 766 he was already leasing from Charles Carrol
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Senior where he identified himself as a "farmer" in an indenture made with John Ridgely, and
had established extensive community connections. (Images 1 4 and 1 5) In his indenture with
Ridgley Isgrig used the leased land that he probably had developed from wilderness as collateral
for a loan in the sum of £ 1 30. 1 7 .6 for a term of one year with interest. To put this sum into
context, £ 1 30 would fall into the top 50th percentile and below the top 40th percentile of
Baltimore County property holders for the period 1 760-69. 1 48 The indenture would further shed
light onto just what type of property Isgrig had built since his arrival in the county. By 1 766 it
consisted of roughly 1 42 acres valued near £ 1 30 which contained: 2 young mares, 2 geldings, 2
young colts, 1 0 head of cattle, 3 cows, 3 calves, 3 heifers, 1 large bull, 20 head of hogs, 1 5 head
of sheep, crops of wheat and com growing on the plantation, household furnishings consisting of
beds and bedding, pewter pots and pans, and two slaves, Sampson and Lucy. These slaves were
not the first labor purchase Isgrig had made. He had also used convict labor on his lands at least
as late as 1 764.
A lease in 1 77 1 , presumably for the same property, has a term for not only for the life of
fifty year old William Isgrig, but extends for the lifetimes of his sons Michael and Daniel Isgrig
as well, then twenty and fifteen years of age respectively. As part of the lease of 1 35 acres, Isgrig
agreed to further erect a grist mill, plant 1 35 apple trees within a five-year period, and pay 8 1 6
pounds of tobacco, roughly one hogshead, yearly on December 1 st to Charles Carroll of
Duddington. 1 49 He further could not use more wood than he, his wife, children and two servants,
three if his children could not work, could use. The 8 1 6lbs of tobacco would have accounted for
roughly what one male could produce in a year and still allowed for further revenue to be
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generated by the Isgrig family. 1 5 0 This lease evidences that Isgrig had spent roughly the last
twenty years building a farm that not only provided a means of living but also wealth for his
children.
The farm that William Isgrig created, the wealth it generated, and provisions it provided
for his family during the second half of the eighteenth century were certainly some of the factors
that drew him into Baltimore County. In the process Isgrig created and maintained relationships
and community ties with previously indentured servants and convicts as well as more affluent
members of the community, such as Charles Carroll. Life on the frontier required a heavy
reliance on the neighboring community. Illnesses, labor intensive land development, heavy
lifting and structure rising, access to tools, access to resources in times of shortages, and defense
of property from enemies and raids were all events that bound a community together to help one
another. 1 5 1 Since few individuals arrived in collective groups in the Chesapeake, such as they did
in New England, many of these frontier problems were literally of a life and death nature,
creating a bond beyond any personal opinions of the neighbors and helped develop a cohesive
community. 1 5 2
In many instances, examples of this cohesion are difficult to track since few documents
remain that would for example, record a shortage of Indian corn seed for planting that might
have left a family starving. For William Isgrig however, there were two instances where his life
and community ties come clearly into focus. A deposition from May of 1 755 illuminates that
William Isgrig knew his eastern neighbor, the former convict servant Renaldo Monk, "perfectly
well." Isgrig had traveled to court to testify to his relationship, and explain Monk' s absence due
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to two broken ribs that "had [him] indisposed for some time." 1 5 3 This perfect acquaintance most
likely included the performance of tasks of necessity on the frontier. Given that they were both
transported convicts from England, Isgrig from London in 1 740 and Monk from Wiltshire in
1 742 they could very well have extended their bonds to shared memories of England, the j ail,
transportation, servitude, and their movements to the Baltimore County frontier.
Two months after the deposition, messengers quickly spread the word into Maryland of
the defeat of General Braddock at the Battle of the Monongahela in the not so distant west.
Subsequently, officials soon believed that French and Indian forces were to be within thirty miles
of Baltimore. The county militia, under Captain and Sheriff John Risteau, was dispatched to Fort
Garrison, which neighbored Isgrig' s property on its westerly side. For the remainder of the
summer and into the fall residents of the area collectively armed themselves carrying weapons
into the fields and even church services. Women and children on the outskirts of the fort were
frightened enough to fear venturing out from their cabins . One can imagine collective assemblies
of armed neighbors performing many previously mundane tasks so that at least the illusion of
safety was felt. 1 5 4 Isgrig knew the Risteau family and no doubt took part in these events and the
fearful and frenzied panic. 1 55
While the daily personal interactions of these frontier settlers are often unrecorded and
may be hard to illuminate, the interconnectedness of frontier communities can be gleaned from
deeds, securities, and probate records. William Isgrig was actively involved in participating in
many of these transactions for his neighbors . His activities here illuminate the closeness of bonds
that he formed within the local community. Beginning in 1 749 William Isgrig posted the
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administrator bond for John Jones ' s will ; Jones lived to the southeast of lsgrig and their
properties bordered each other. William Isgrig and John Jones, presumably j unior, would
continue to work the properties next to each other over the following years . By 1 764 both Jones
and Isgrig were using convict servants on their properties . The relationships formed and
closeness of these two families is suggested by the bonds that their servants formed. On March
20 of that year the two would take out an advertisement together in the Maryland Gazette for two
runaway convicts, Job Grimshaw and Elias Hix. (Image 1 6) Whether working on adj acent
properties or in a j oint endeavor, from the advertisement it appears that Hix and Grimshaw had
created bonds enough to endeavor escape together like many other convicts serving servitudes,
as described in Chapter Two. William' s son Daniel would also continue to be involved in these
bonds as the Jones family reciprocated; Daniel Isgrig would have legal documents witnessed by
Jos . and Nicholas Jones after William' s death.
In addition to the Rutter and Jones families Isgrig also witnessed the will of neighbor
John Harvey, and was a security for Elisha Hall and his wife when they were required to post
bond as administrators of a will. William lsgrig' s relationships were not limited to just his
neighbors . He interacted, as one might expect, with a broad group of colonials across social
hierarchies. He leased land and borrowed against his lands from wealthy colonial figures Charles
Ridgely and Charles Carroll of Duddington, and was involved in legal proceedings with other
prominent figures such as the merchant William Lux. Isgrig would no doubt have interacted with
these figures in merchant business as well when needed to procure needed items for the farm.
While George and Catherine Risteau were not the eminent figures of the Carroll, Ridgely, or Lux
families, Isgrig was close enough to these individuals to be witness to the Catherine' s will in
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1 76 1 alongside John Jones, both of whom lived nearby the Risteau family. 1 5 6 The tavern owner
William Simms was also well enough acquainted to William Isgrig to use him for security on his
bond. Individuals providing these bonds were usually either family members, prominent
members of the community, or other inn keepers . In general, among the inn keepers "a close
bond of friendship existed among the tavern and ordinary keepers who frequently served as
securities for each other." 1 57 lsgrig most likely held some sort of close bond to this individual.
Isgrig also had bonds with prior convicts who resided in the vicinity such as Renaldo Monk. In
addition to engaging in master and servant relationships with convict servants, Isgrig also
interacted within the social networks that facilitated slave ownership and owned at least two,
Sampson and Lucy, during his lifetime. 1 5 8
It is estimated that Isgrig was married around 1 750, and probably came to be acquainted
with his wife Hanna in B altimore County. Their son Michael Nicholson Isgrig was born in 1 75 1 .
Michael was followed by Jane, Daniel, Temperance, and William. Michael Isgrig would marry
Barbara Catherine Lohr and participate as a sergeant in Captain Michael McGuire' s Company
during the American Revolutionary War. 1 59 Temperance would also marry a local resident
William Pocock. Young William Isgrig was apprenticed to the Baltimore tailor Thomas
Pilkington and would remain in Baltimore County into the Early National Era. Thus, it can be
safely said convict servant William Isgrig' s children clearly integrated into colonial American
society and did not appear to have been affected by their father' s prior status as they chose to
j oin in revolutionary causes and form relationships of their own. William, however, in at least
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some ways, still clung to his Britishness. Unlike his children, he would refuse to take the oath of
fidelity to the state of Maryland and probably suffered for it by paying excessive property taxes
and the scrutiny of at least some of the public.
William Isgrig' s life may only be one story, but his story is probably typical for
many convict servants upon the completion of their servitude. Many, no doubt motivated by
honor, pleasure and profit, felt that better opportunities were available in other locations that
varied over time. Perhaps the local areas did not offer a connectedness through the availability of
matrimonial partners or religious institution, but even if they did, other factors, especially
economic, could have easily superseded any local ties. The mobility of colonial populations
often led to the relocation of even the affluent and powerful in search of better opportunities.
Upon arrival in an area of potential success William Isgrig was able to create and
maintain ties with those around him. There, at the frontier, any former status was negated by the
immediate needs of the colonial neighborhood to survive. Isgrig interacted and formed close,
long-lasting relationships with other transported convicts, existing settlers, neighbors, and the
affluent merchants and landed gentry of Baltimore County. Through these relationships and
effort on Isgrig ' s part he was able to succeed on the frontier building a farm of some prosperity,
raise a family, and partake in community decisions. While lsgrig is one of the better documented
convicts to do this, he was no doubt representative of hundreds of other convict servants to gain
freedom and assimilate into the colonial Chesapeake.
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Chapter Four:

"Thickened" in England, During Trans-Atlantic Transportation and Servitude in
Maryland: A Case Study of How B altimore County transported convicts
Developed And Maintained Community Ties

In 1 73 6 the British government responded to the growing consumption of gin, which was
commonly named "mother' s ruin" and blamed for crime and prostitution across the city, with the
Gin Act. That same year in nearby Buckinghamshire, Martin B acon and John Bull probably sat
together in j ail after engaging in j ust the sort of behavior gin was cited as being responsible for.
They had been j ointly convicted of crimes and sentenced to seven years transportation. The two
would be transported to London from Bucks, confined at Newgate prison, enshackled, and
marched to the docks at Blackfriar with an assortment of London criminals . Any bonds that they
shared would have been further strengthened along the way. Once at the docks they were loaded
onto the Patapsco Merchant captained by Baltimore native Francis Lux. Destined for Maryland,
and more specifically Baltimore County, Bacon and Bull would endure the passage and be sold
into servitude in the colony. The bonds that they had were undoubtedly strengthened in their
passage as many others had been before and would be after. They would serve their sentences
and live out the remainder of their lives in Baltimore County, marrying, having children,
exercising land rights, and living in close proximity to one another on My Lady' s Manor. The
extent of their kinship is revealed through land records where Bull and Bacon ' s son' s names
would appear on a land lease together accentuating these bonds . They had probably been "thick"
together in England, had their bonds thickened during incarceration and transportation, and
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became even closer when in Maryland. They had a thickness that prevailed in Baltimore County
to the end of their days, and across their families' generations.
They were not alone. Other transported convicts no doubt built kinship and community
across the Atlantic. Examples of other convicts who also endure the passage of time include
Jasper Godby and Ann Boswell, who were convicted in London and Middlesex respectively.
Godby and Bowwell most likely met aboard the St. George when they were transported to
Maryland together along with one hundred and twenty-two other convicts . The two eventually
married each other in Baltimore County and remained in Baltimore where Godby continued on
with his master after his indenture. Godby would write home in 1 756 declaring his "duty" and
"love" for his parents, asking them not to "think ill" of him for not returning and informing them
of living with his former master. While some convicts chose to migrate into Baltimore County,
others simply stayed there after their indentures ended.
Convict servitude in Baltimore County was a substantial part of the county' s labor force.
By 1 755 a survey of the county' s population recorded the highest concentration of convict
servants of any county in the colony. There were 57 1 convicts (28 percent) in the county out of
1 98 1 for all of Maryland. The counties with the next highest percentages of convicts in their
populations were Queen Anne ' s with 369 ( 1 8 percent) followed by Charles with 306 ( 1 5
percent) . 1 60 Despite this concentration, of Baltimore County' s 1 7 ,233 souls, convicts made up
only 3 . 3 percent of the county' s population. These individuals were working alongside 4085
mulatto and black slaves (23 .7 percent of county' s population) on the agrarian lands and
industrial properties and engaged in a wide variety of professions. 1 6 1 Among these convicts were
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numerous former convicts and indentured servants whose status had changed to that of free
whites. Many of these former king' s passengers employed convict servants themselves or slave
labor, when it could be purchased. These individuals, like William Isgrig, either made short
migrations into B altimore County in search of prosperity or simply remained after their term of
service was completed, as did Martin Bacon, John Bull, Jasper Godby and Ann Bosell. Still
others, such as James Revel, chose to continue to resist and ran away seeking freedom and to
escape harsh treatment or perpetuate criminal habits.
The history of many convicts ' lives are difficult to fully reconstruct. Despite this, detailed
accounts remain for at least sixty-three of these individuals within Baltimore County during the
eighteenth century. This sample currently comprises twenty-six individuals (Sample A) who had
completed their sentences and were somewhat scattered across the county but primarily
concentrated in My Lady' s Manor and Gunpowder Manor. 1 6 2 Another cohort of thirty-seven
former convicts (Sample B) have been identified in the records of the Charles Ridgely plantation
and Iron complex at Northampton. Many hundreds more no doubt remain still hidden in various
plantation records throughout the county. The two groups are composed from two very different
time periods . Convicts in S ample A were mostly transported prior to the midpoint in the
eighteenth century while those in Sample B at Northampton was transported, for the most part,
immediately prior to the Revolutionary War. This in tum creates a group that had substantially
more time to establish themselves in the first instance, and largely entered a tenuous period in the
second instance where they had less opportunity by the closing date of this study to create
substantial property and probate records. Moreover, Sample A' s cohort was more dispersed
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between My Lady' s Manor and Gunpowder Manor while the convicts in Sample B were
concentrated at Northampton, a single manor where convicts were largely still under ownership.
Together both samples reflect the totality of conditions and options for transported convicts in
Baltimore County. There were those serving sentences and those who had completed their terms
of service. Further they include those who resisted and ran away as well as those who deferred
and assimilated into Chesapeake society and were geographically dispersed across Baltimore
County. (Image 1 7)
My Lady' s Manor was a vast tract of approximately 1 0,000 acres. It was a rural
community centered around a grist mill in Charlotte Town, present day Monkton, and sprawled
eastward from the town across modem Baltimore County into present day Harford County.
During most of the eighteenth century the manor was entirely within B altimore County. 1 6 3 The
area today is still largely a rural area centered on agricultural production. Within the manor area,
records clearly indicate the presence of extensive relationships that some convicts created within
the communities where they migrated and in some instances served their sentences. Ultimately
many remained within the confines of My Lady' s Manor boundaries. Some however, began in
the manor and migrated to other locations outside the manor into Baltimore County. By the
close of the century most had created families that would endure into the nineteenth century and
beyond. (Image 1 8)
The Manor originally belonged to Lord Baltimore Benedict Calvert, 4th Baron of
Baltimore in the seventeenth century. It was eventually passed to Charlotte Calvert in 1 73 1 upon
the death of her mother. Charlotte Calvert had by then married Thomas Brerewood Jr. , who
transferred the property to his father Thomas Brerewood Sr. The marriage between Brerewood
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and Calvert in 1 7 1 6 was quite possibly not approved by her family as it was a clandestine
wedding in Fleet Prison. 1 64 This might possibly also be due to Thomas Brerewood Sr. ' s infamy
during the period for his involvement, and probably orchestration, of the Pitkin Affair, a
bankruptcy fraud, which occurred in 1 705 and continued to rock the London financial sector well
into the next decade long after parliamentary intervention and the extradition of Pitkin and
Brerewood from abroad had helped to unravel it. To put the Pitkin Affair into perspective it was
not eclipsed in severity until the South Sea Bubble of 1 73 1 . At its conclusion both Pitkin and
Brerewood would stand before the bench of Old Bailey. Brerewood would be sentenced as
follows:
"that he is to be Imprisoned during Life, and stand in the Pillory 3 times a Year, viz. the
first Tuesday in Easter Term, the first Tuesday in Michaelmas Term, and the first
Tuesday in Hillary Term between the Hours of 1 1 and 3 of the same Days at Temple Bar,
and the Royal Exchange, as long as he lives." 1 6 5
Brerewood would not serve out this entire punishment and subsequently received a pardon from
the Queen after arrangements for compensation had been reached with the duped creditors .
These measures did not result in Brerewood losing all his accumulated assets and left his
creditors with considerable losses .
Brerewood moved to the property in 1 73 1 where he attempted to develop it and recoup
lost wealth, whether legitimately gained or not. There he leased out numerous tracts of land out.
Many of these tracts, as well as the areas around the manor, were occupied by former convict
servants from the very onset. It would seem that either Brerewood had no disinclination to trust
the former convicts, or perhaps his penchant for disreputable financial dealings, flight from the
British justice system himself, and time in London ' s Jails provided some kinship with them,
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however minute. Of the area' s occupants, twenty-six convicts can clearly be identified. At least
seven of these individuals resided on My Lady' s Manor during their lifetimes. Their lives and
occupation on the property span in dates from the earliest period up to the conclusion of the
Revolutionary War. Living in close proximity to one another these convicts not only formed
relationships with the broader community in Baltimore County but also with each other as they
occupied positions within that society. Their loyalties would endure the Revolution, which is
better than Brerewood' s fate. He had the lands confiscated and subsequently sold after the war
for his continued allegiances to Britain authority.
Of these twenty-six former convict servants whose lives ' details can be sketched out in
group S ample A we find their median year of transportation at 1 73 8 and their mean year of
transportation to be 1 74 1 .5 . Twenty (77 %) of the former convict servants had rights to land.
Twenty-four (92%) of the sample were married, and of the other two, one probably had a
relationship and children and the other is unknown. Nineteen (73 %) of the former convicts left
records of children, some of which span several generations and reflect both a fixity to Baltimore
County as well as continued mobility. From their records, we can further determine that most of
these individuals ended their lives in median or wealthy economic levels and had created
extensive community relationships as they assimilated into colonial culture.
Much of the former convicts ' ascendancies into property ownership also coincided with
matrimony from the start of the land acquisition. While it is difficult to assess marriage partners
for the group some can certainly be identified. For the group the records reflect three marriages
with widows or widowers, and at least one who was orphaned. Death and remarriage was not an
uncommon occurrence during the era and this figure is probably not representative of any
stigmatization. For example, when Charles Motherby married the widow Rebecca Newman on
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December 14, 1 736, it followed a previous land conveyance of part of "Mount Organ" by
Rebecca in 1 73 5 under the condition that he take care of her for her remaining life. He took care
of her for her remaining days and took possession of the entirety of Mount Organ' s 250 acres.
Motherby would remarry two additional times. Jonathan Ady' s wife Rebecca was orphaned and
had come from a family whose father had registered an estate of £30. l l . 3 Y2 upon his death. This
placed him in the ninth percentile of wealth for the period and defined him as poor according to
Steffen ' s assessments. For others, there does not seem to be a limit set due to their status as
William Seabrook married Captain Richard Gist' s daughter in 1 73 8 . Richard Gist' s estate was in
excess of £650.0.0, placing him in the top percentage of colonial Baltimore residents at the time
of his death. Four years later Seabrook and Jemima would be conveyed one hundred acres by the
Gist family.
In order to assess these individuals in relationship to the rest of the population of
Baltimore County a comparison has been conducted with the research of Charles G. Steffen, who
examined and calculated the estate values for every decedent in Baltimore County from 1 660
through 1 776. Steffen divided the county' s population into deciles and characterized the top
twenty percent as wealthy, the middle fifty percent as that of a median income and the lowest
twenty percent being poor. 1 66 At the extreme upper end of land ownership for the former
convicts is Abraham Jarrett who found himself in the second decile near the planter elite for the
county with a final estate valued at £480.6.4 including four slaves in 1 747, and convict servants
in 1 767 and 1 77 1 . 1 67 To make the top decile he would have only needed an estate valued above
£53 1 for that period. While not a land owner, Charles Wiesenthal recorded an estate valued at
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£496 . 14. 1 0 upon his death in 1 789. Jarrett' s success was most certainly unusual, especially for a
transported convict from Essex listed at a cordswainer in Maryland in 1 73 3 . 1 6 8 Wiesenthal ' s
success is astounding although somewhat more understandable for a cloth merchant, who knew
something of a medicine in London upon his conviction, and who became a notable doctor
during the Revolutionary War. Other former convicts also had success. David Benfield, who was
also a doctor, had an inventory valued at £3 1 3 .9.4 including three slaves. Renaldo Monk' s will
listed property valued at £ 1 82. 1 5 . 7 with a servant boy, William Jessop ' s will listed £ 1 76 . 8 . 1 0,
Nicholas B aker listed property values at £ 1 6 1 . 1 2.7 with estate payments of only £2 1 .9. 1 ,
William Isgrig we will remember had a property valued at £ 1 30. 1 7 . 6 with at least one convict
servant and later two slaves, and John Bull listed an inventory of £ 1 1 5 . 5 .9 . These values place
Benfield probably in the top 3rd decile in 1 779, Monk in the top 4th decile in 1 770, Jessop was
probably still in the top 4th or 5 th decile in 1 78 1 , Baker in the top 4th decile in 1 774, Isgrig and
John Bull in the top 5 th decile in 1 766, and 1 762 respectively. 1 6 9 Below these individuals was
Robert Constable whose inventory had a value of £55 .4 . 6 in 1 755 with a servant woman, landing
him lower on the scale, but still in the seventh decile, at the bottom of the median income
bracket. Below Constable were those individuals like Jasper Godby and his wife Ann Bosell.
Godby wrote home in to his parents in September of 1 756 informing them he was living with his
former master. Godby undoubtedly still occupied the lowest tiers of wealth at the time of his
letter. 1 7 0 (Table : 9)
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For those former convicts who did not leave detailed inventories and wills, some
understanding of their wealth can be taken from the size of the land that they had rights to. They
can further be compared to some of the information for individuals that estate values exist for.
Chaires Motherby possessed 350 acres and owned at least six slaves, Thomas Askerson had 302
3A acres, Renaldo Monk either 1 7 1 or 1 72 acres, William Seabrook 1 50 acres, Robert Constable

1 45 acres, Charles Bossom 1 43 acres which started as 68 acres, William Isgrig 1 42 acres,
Nicholas B aker 1 25 acres, Edward Mortimer 1 1 0 14 consisting of two tracts, Abraham Jarrett 1 00
acres, John Shewbridge 70 acres, Jonathan Ady 60 which was mortgaged and after which he
bought 1 1 lots in Charlottetown, and Martin Bacon who owned 32 % acres. In comparing the
individuals that we have both property sizes and estate values for we can conservatively assume
that the values roughly correspond to at least one dollar per acre in value based on the recorded
land transactions among those here. 1 7 1 These values increase the number of individuals
occupying the median income bracket to eleven, and the number occupying the wealthy portion
of society to three individuals. 1 7 2 (Table 1 0)
Wealth and relative affluence facilitated community connections. Wealthy land owners,
due to their extensive commercial activities, would by necessity interact with their fellow
community members as well as others further away. They interacted with colonial merchants to
sell cultivated products of tobacco, purchase slaves, hire labor, and gather necessities and
manufactured goods that they could not readily produce. From the twenty-six former convict
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servants in Sample A a direct understanding of these connections is available for several . The
extensive nature of one of these individual ' s kinship and community networks, William Isgrig,
has already been explored. Isgrig' s connections are reflective of other members of the Baltimore
County community and probably also is indicative of similar levels of connection among the less
well documented plantation owners and farmers . In short, Isgrig was simply j ust one of many.
Charles Wiesenthal followed after his father, who was a barber surgeon, and may be
somewhat atypical of the usual transported convict. Nevertheless, he became a practicing
physician in Baltimore County following his arrival into the Chesapeake. He was born and
educated in Germany, and had lived for a time in London, where he was convicted and sentenced
to transportation. In B altimore, he became a permanent elder in the German Lutheran church
and was active in the community. He, along with three other physicians, was a physician for the
poor of B altimore County, wrote to encourage the women of Baltimore to save lint and cloth for
bandaging during the war, and became the Surgeon-General of Maryland troops. Wiesenthal
wrote extensively and primarily in English, instead of the preferred German of other immigrants.
His interconnection with the Baltimore community bridged his German heritage and through his
work as a doctor of some prominence established deep connections that stretched out beyond
Baltimore County.
David Benfield was also a doctor, and had been in Oxfordshire before he was transported.
He settled on My Lady' s Manor at the eastern end in what would become Harford County. His
estate inventory indicates that he owned a "negro man," a "negro boy," and a "negro girl," as
well as "a Parcel of Doc and Drug Instruments ." While he did not reach the notoriety of
Wiesenthal he no doubt had an extensive connection with the community that surrounded him as
a country doctor. Benfield lived in close proximity to fellow countryman Charles Bossom who
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had been transported in 1 763 . One can imagine the two possibly sharing memories of England
during encounters in the neighborhood and medical inquiries. It is possible the two even related
about transportation.
Renaldo Monk had enough affluence to have nineteen individuals listed in his estate
documents whom owed him "desperate debts" to the total sum of £63 .4. 1 1 in 1 770. The highest
of these was from Fredrick Tunhall who owed £ 1 9 . 8 . 5 , fo llowed by William Randall who owed
£8.4.9. The remaining were all under £5 .0.0 and included ten individuals who denied their debts
and one who was already deceased. Monk' s will was by George Risteau. Risteau lived nearby
Monk, was the B altimore County Sheriff from 1 7 44- 1 7 48, and was recommended for the
provincial convention in 1 77 5 .
John Bull, who was a blacksmith, also has extensive ties t o the local community revealed
by his probate records. While many of these were undoubtedly business related, they show the
extensive connections that Bull had with others . Bull' s estate inventory lists ninety-two names
connected to debts totaling £ 1 3 8 . 8 . 1 . These ranged in affluence from Aquilla Hall and Dr. Alex
Stenhous to Negro John, and from sums of £ 1 2. 1 7 .7Y2 to £0.0.6.
After his term of indentured service William Jessop worked at the Baltimore Company,
or Baltimore Ironworks, as a collier and manager. This would have not only placed Jessop in the
confidence of the Ironworks proprietors such as Charles Carroll, Benj amin Tasker, and Walter
Dulany but in varying degrees with the eighty-nine person workforce that helped to operate the
forge. This included a significant slave population as well as free and indentured whites. It is
unclear what Jessop ' s relationship was with the servant population, which included convicts, but
he did advertise for the runaway Irish convict servant Thomas Kennedy for the forge in the

Maryland Gazette on April 7 th , 1 75 7 . This is the only instance of Jessop taking out an
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advertisement. The advertisement notes that Richard Croxall was to pay the reward for the return
of Thomas Kennedy. Of the fourteen runaway advertisements that originated from the forge the
other thirteen were taken out by Richard Croxall, the appointed attorney for the forge by Charles
Carroll. It is possible that this instance went beyond Jessop ' s normal duties and that Croxall was
indisposed to make the advertisement.
Another convict familiar with the Carroll estate was Edward Mortimer. Mortimer had ran
from Charles Carroll in 1 734. Obviously agitated by the flight Carroll took out an advertisement
in the Maryland Gazette where he described Mortimer as "being true Newgate breed." 1 7 3
Mortimer, despite fleeing was apparently captured and returned to work. While his assimilation
included at least one instance of continued resistance he ultimately settled on My Lady' s Manor
and owned two tracts next to several other former convict servants.
Daniel Curtis was most likely living on a portion of "Armstrong ' s Lot" in almost the
exact middle of My Lady' s Manor in the 1 770s. His wife, whom he met in Baltimore County,
and his children would be referenced in a 1 782 sales document for the parcels of My Lady' s
Manor following the confiscations of Loyalist properties during the Revolutionary War. Curtis ' s
central location in My Lady' s Manor quite possibly made him the ideal candidate for the position
of overseer of the roads, which he took in 1 77 5 . As overseer, Curtis was responsible for the roads
to the west to "Monkton Mill" and south to "Bacon' s smith shop." This could very well be the
same Bacon who was transported and lived next to John Bull in Baltimore County. These three
convicts would have had regular interactions as Curtis conducted his overseer duties, and all
three engaged in the daily activities of colonial commerce in the rural area. It is possibly through
his connection as an overseer that Curtis, oddly enough, found himself in the Baltimore j ail
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visiting John Ross, who was probably a deputy of the sheriff assigned to watch over the j ail ' s
prisoners, o n the evening o f December 2 1 st 1 776.
On this particular evening, several British prisoners were incarcerated in the j ail ' s
confines as they were being moved from Philadelphia. During the evening a "bowl o f toddy" was
called for and what followed was disturbing enough to create depositions in front of the
Committee of Observation. The testimony of the Revolutionary soldier escorting the prisoners
claims that Ross drank a toast to General and Lord Howe, and condemned General Washington
and then realizing the affronted escorting soldier reversed the toast. His story was supported by
the j ail overseer' s wife who essentially gave the same account. Curtis would support Ross stating
that Ross drank condemnation to Howe and the prisoners condemned Washington. Another local
Constantine O' Daniel or O ' Donnell testified as follows :
That some time ago John Ross and Daniel Curtis i n the evening came into the Goal in
Baltimore town and called for a Bowl of Liquor which they had. That the said John Ross
then Drank confusion to Lord Howe and Lord Dunmore and handed the Bowl to one of
the Tory Prisoners in said Goal, desiring he might drink the same, but the said Tory
Prisoner refused. Whereupon the said John Ross took the Bowl out of said Prisoners hand
telling him if he would not drink his (the said Ross' s) toast he should not drink out of his
Bowl he might get a Bowl for himself. And further saith not. 1 7 4
Regardless of who toasted "confusion" to whom, the local colonials sided together in the face of
the local committee' s inquest into Ross ' s conduct at an outsider' s accusation. Curtis and
O ' Donnell were most likely visiting Ross whom they held as a friend, fellow county employee,
fellow community member, or possibly all three.
During the American Revolution allegiances were tested and many of the former convicts
held varied opinions regarding the question of requiring oaths and the confiscation of properties
of those who refused to do so. As much as Curtis, Ross and O' Donnell came together in order to
circumvent any reaction from the committee many may have also asserted their continuing
1 74
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Britishness during the revolution. Seven of the group ' s remaining twenty-four living members
refused to take the oath of fidelity and allegiance to the revolutionary government of Maryland
and renounce the King of England as their sovereign. It is possible that some of these individuals
like Curtis, who held land leased from the Tory Brerewood and feared the loss of their lease or
other repercussions were conflicted. Some families were together in their rej ection of the oath
but might also have been conflicted. Both William Jessop senior and junior refused to sign the
oath in 1 778, but conformed in 1 78 1 . Others such as Peter Mason senior and junior both refused
in 1 778 and do not appear on the 1 78 1 document. Charles Bossom also refused Richard
Culverwell. Some families display division on the subject. William Isgrig, as was previously
noted, refused but had sons who took the oath and even served in the Revolutionary military.
Winks ' possible son also might have taken the oath and served in the rebel forces. Of those that
signed the oath were Jonathan Ady, who also served as a member of the armed forces, David
Benfield, who died a year later, Robert Constable whose sons also took the oath, and Charles
Motherby. During the Revolution, they most likely fortified themselves with others who held to
their views deepening community connections with some while creating distance with others .
At all levels of affluence and in varying degrees each member of Sample A assimilated
into colonial Baltimore County. They created close connections with the colonial inhabitants
surrounding them. In at least a few instances, and probably more than a few, they maintained
their kinship bonds as they created new lives in circumstances that vastly differed from what
they had experienced in Britain. These former convicts are representative of some of those
whose ties to other convicts continued after their sentence of servitude. In addition to these
individual ' s stories, there was also a connection to community that was ongoing while convicts
served out their sentences . While some formed bonds for continued resistance, others assimilated
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even while serving their masters . By examining the servants on a single manor owned by the
Ridgely family in B altimore County (S ample B) an understanding of convicts' lives while in
service can be understood that both conforms to previous conceptions as well as defies them.
Additionally, portions of S ample A were connected to the Ridgely family, their plantation, and
ironworks . William Isgrig, as has previously been discussed, engaged in property sales with the
Ridgely family. He was not alone. And even subsequent generations of Sample A were involved,
such as William Jessop ' s son, Nicholas Jessop. Nicholas grew up in rural colonial Baltimore
County with his father working for the Carroll family' s ironworks. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
Nicholas followed after his father and became the overseer of an ironworks, working instead for
the Ridgely family at Northampton. His life would be tied to a different community of convict
laborers. 1 75
The Ridgely lands by 1 773 consisted of several tracts of well-developed properties in a
rural setting near ample timber. The land had been accumulated and settled in a series of land
transfers dating back to their acquisition by Col. Henry Darnall in 1 695 . By the 1 783 tax
assessment the plantation comprised of 2,650 acres of land with another 1 ,375 acres belonging to
the adj acent iron works known as the Northampton Company. The lands were owned by Charles
Ridgely (the mariner) whose father Colonel Charles Ridgely had been involved in the
conveyance. These figures would have generally represented the state of the properties at 1 773
as well. The iron works property was acquired by the Ridgely family in 1 745 and 1 760. Charles
Ridgely (the mariner) retired from the sea in 1 763 to help develop the property which was
adj acent to the plantation. Together Charles Ridgely (the mariner) with his father Colonel
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Ridgely and his brother John Ridgely formed the Northampton Company and John Ridgely
supervised the iron works, while Charles Ridgely (the mariner) oversaw the plantation. 1 7 6
The Ridgely family' s holdings of plantations and ironworks at Northampton would have
been its own community with plantation, industrial complex, artisan shops, chapel, and a
company store. 1 77 It relied on both enslaved, indentured convicts and indentured servants, and
hired labor to fulfill the rigorous demands of colonial life. The Ridgely family employed many
servants during their lives and frequently made no distinction between indentured and convicts
status amongst their workers . 1 7 8 Despite this, thirty-seven can be positively identified as being
convicts . These individuals worked across the family' s holdings at both the plantation as well as
the industrial iron works . They occupied a variety of occupations and the Ridgley family
assiduously listed whether each worker was a skilled or unskilled laborer, in their plantation and
industrial records.
The property' s records provide a snapshot of life on the plantation and forge. Together in
1 783 the properties contained one hundred and thirty slaves worked on the properties, with
ninety-nine designated to the plantation and the other thirty-one assigned to the iron works. 1 79 At
both operations the slaves worked alongside white indentured servants . Despite this, convict
servants infrequently committed acts of continued resistance with slave populations, choosing
instead to form networks with other British servants. Despite chattel status, white servant
populations were limited in their length of service, had access to the courts, and generally
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thought of African slaves as culturally different and interior to them. 1 80 These differences most
likely led to general segregation and networking occurring primarily amongst the fellow British,
who had a shared experience of "Britishness ." 1 8 1 From 1 772 to 1 774 the forge records further
indicate that there were eighty-seven individuals bound there. Of these, all were British and
break down as follows: sixty-seven English, nineteen Irish, and a single Welshman. As was
common for indentured and convict servants they were young, averaging 26.2 years age for the
English and 2 1 . 3 years of age for the Irish. 1 82 Of these servants thirty-three of the sixty-seven
(49%) English were skilled, while only three of the nineteen ( 1 6 %) Irish were associated with a
trade.
The forge ' s time books for 1 792 for the forge indicate that of the forty-two slaves
working there twenty-three belonged to Ridgely, fourteen to the forge, and the remaining five
were hired service. For example, one of these slaves belonged to the forge' s overseer Nicholas
Jessop who received thirty-five shillings a month for his slave' s labor. Of these they were on
average older. Twenty of the thirty-one were over forty-five, six males and two females were
between fourteen and forty-five, and three were under fourteen. In contrast the plantation only
had fifteen of ninety-eight over the age of forty-five. 1 83
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Of the eighty-eight white servants thirty-seven ( 42 % ) have been identified as transported
convicts. Of this group, only three ( 1 6% ) have been identified as Irish and seven ( 1 9 % ), all
Englishmen, were listed as possessing trade skills. The mean year of transportation for these
convicts was 1 77 3 , and the median year 1 77 5 . Fourteen of them have unidentified transportation
dates, one was transported in 1 759, one in 1 763, eight in 1 773, and twelve in 1 77 5 . Both the
group of eight and twelve arrived respectively together on the same ships and had been shipped
from Bristol by the firm Stevenson, Randolph, & Cheston. The eight from 1 773 arrived amongst
one hundred and twenty-six total convicts at the end of June, only two had been from the same
shire, Wiltshire, in England. The twelve that arrived together in 1 775 came aboard the Elizabeth
and were from a total of one hundred and five convicts and three had belonged to the same shire,
Oxfordshire, in England. 1 8 4 The two groups, consisting of twenty convict servants, most likely
would have each come to know the other passengers fairly well during the passage. These bonds
no doubt would have been further strengthened by them remaining together as group purchases
on their way to the Ridgley properties.
Once at Northampton fifteen of these convicts (40 . 5 % ) chose to continue to resist by
running away at one time or another. Some of these individuals were all together unsuccessful.
One in particular, Francis Barrett was listed as a runaway in the newspapers on at least four
occasions . Only three (20% ) one of whom was Francis Barrett, chose to run away by
,

themselves. Another that sought flight alone, John Baker, would be unsuccessful and after his
indenture eventually assimilate into Baltimore County. Baker would, like many of the other
convicts refuse to take the oath of allegiance and possibly left probate records in 1 796 or 1 808.
For those that continued to resist, nine of the Ridgely convicts identified (60%) chose to run
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· away with another, and three (20%) chose to run away in groups of more than two. Twelve of the
fifteen (80%) convicts had created enough of a bond to seek freedom with one another as well as
the non-convict indentured servant Patrick Fachy at Northampton. A significant number of these
convicts, six (40% ), fled from the ironworks or the immediate environs .
Due to the location of their criminal activities in Britain, for many, it could not be
determined if they worked alone or in consort with others . However, they most likely
experienced a similar pattern of community building as the other convicts examined in Chapter
Two. For some their activities in England are known. Joseph Cook and Simon Draper were,
together with three other criminals, convicted in Wiltshire for housebreaking together with three
other criminals. They most likely had a criminal community amongst themselves and others east
of Bristol, and might even utilized the stolen property in the same way as convicts in Chapter
One. Their bonds undoubtedly grew during their time in j ail and while being transported. Cook
and Draper were bought together by Ridgely in 1 77 3 , along with Thomas Draper, who was also
from Wiltshire and could very well have been related to Simon Draper. While the fate of Simon
Draper and Joseph Cook is unclear, a Thomas Draper is listed as selling two lots in 1 8 1 7 in
Fredrick County Maryland; the properties were outfitted with a grist mill and other buildings. 1 8 5
This could very well be the same Thomas Draper, who like William Isgrig in Chapter Three
migrated the short distance to the adj acent county from Northampton in Baltimore County.
While there were "few avenues of mobility" in the ascending echelons of "occupational
hierarchy" there were servants, both indentured and convict, who remained at Northampton. 1 8 6
Among such convicts, was Andrew Masters who in 1 775 was transported from Somerset
England. He was one of the twelve individuals purchased from the Elizabeth that same year and
1 85
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in 1 782 renewed an indenture with Charles Ridgely where Ridgely was to supply "sufficient
meat, Drink, Apparell, Washing and Lodging" for Masters . Like Jasper Godby, Masters felt
comfortable enough to renew his indenture with Ridgely. He had most likely accomplished this
by full assimilation into the community at Ridgely' s plantation.
Marriage was forbidden for indentured servants and convicts . Despite this, some convicts
on the properties managed to build enough ties to have relationships with women. While sexual
liaisons in and of themselves did not guarantee an assimilation into the area they are substantive
evidence of assimilation. William Arnold admitted to bastardy in 1 745/46 and was fined for it.
A year later the same name was involved in two marriages in the county. It is quite possible that
one was the same Arnold. Arnold was not the sole servant in the area to have engaged in such
conduct. Benj amin Knight was also charged, confessed to, and was convicted of bastardy in
1 750. While records of a subsequent marriage for Knight do not exist, he was still in Baltimore
County in 1 777 when he volunteered into B altimore Co. Regiment number 36. 1 8 7 Another
convict, John Willis, a weaver formerly of Warwickshire, was part of the cohort purchased by
Ridgely in 1 77 5 . While his allegiances would have been unclear during the Revolution as he
refused to take the oath of allegiance, there is still evidence Willis had assimilated into the
community. By 1 78 1 he was listed as keeping a wife "Sary." Also living with the Willis family
was a "bastard child" John Cook who was eight and worked with Willis. The following year
Willis made his mark on his freedom dues and was still around in 1 783 when he was listed as a
taxable in Middle River Upper and Back River Upper Hundreds of Baltimore County. Both
Willis and his wife worked diligently at providing the Ridgely compound with cloth and were
compensated for it even after Willis gained freedom. By the 1 7 80s a second John Willis, a
1 87
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gardener, appears in the estate records, but it is possible that the weaver Willis was the same still
owing £ 1 3 . 8 . 2% to the Ridgely Company Store in 1 790.
The Revolutionary War caused disruptions, socially, economically, and politically,
throughout the colonies . Some of the convict servants that arrived loosely conform to those of
the more established group, albeit after a similar duration of time in the colonies. Circumstances
after the war opened up new avenues for colonials that created opportunities for new shifts . Fresh
land was again sought by many that could be cleared, cultivated and settled for their future
generations, for a profit, or varying degrees of both. George III would comment that "The wars
of 1 744, 1 756, and 1 775 were all entered into from the encouragement given the speculation of
settling the wilds of North America" and adopted it from Arthur Young' s more explicit "The
wars of 1 744, of 1 756, and of 1 775 were all entered into, because the beggars, fanaticks, felons,
and madmen of the kingdom, had been encouraged in their speculation of settling the wilds of
North America." 1 8 8 Despite the differing purposes and interpretations of the two pieces, as well
as the omission of socio-economic status by George III, the two clearly held similar views
regarding the process of expansion; and many did expand.
William Isgrig' s following generations for example moved northwest up the Potomac
River to Fort Cumberland and settled briefly along Will ' s Creek where William died sometime
after 1 782. 1 8 9 Their lives, no doubt like many other former convict servants, and their second and
third generation families, continued a tradition of assimilation, liberty, and profit seeking.
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In conclusion, an examination of Baltimore County reveals the presence of each of the
existing types of convict servants. Convicts held in servitude created networks as they completed
their sentences that often led to either continued resistance or creating colonial roots. The
convicts who continued to resist chose to do so through flight, both locally and internationally,
and continued criminal behavior. Other convicts chose to assimilate. For these individuals, they
either made short migrations from neighboring portions of Maryland, or simply settled in relative
proximity to the location of their servitude. In these instances, as has been argued in the single
instance of Isgrig, they appear to be engaging more in the pursuit of land, liberty, and free labor
than in escaping any stigma associated with their prior status. The disruption caused by the
Revolutionary War provided opportunities for freedom through service, flight, and in the war' s
aftermath additional financial opportunities beyond the previous colonial boundaries that allowed
expansion into the west.
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Conclusion:

Beware and take care
Of the Bight of Benin ;
For one that comes out,
There are forty go in.
"I hope you will have mercy on me, and send me to Africa for life" Thomas Nowland
1 782

Presented by Old Bailey with the possibility he would be executed after his indictment in
1 782 for returning from transportation Thomas Nowland begged for his life in [ 1 782] . 1 9 0 In the
back of his mind Nowland was probably cognizant that his pleas would only result in a stay of
execution, and that death awaited him aboard the disease ridden confines he had been staying in
and later in Africa unfavorable climate. After the trial, Nowland would return to the hulks for a
time. In September of 1 7 83 Nowland was granted his "Majesty' s gracious pardon" and sent to
the west coast of Africa. 1 9 1 It is unclear what happened to Nowland after his departure, but it is
unlikely he survived long in a climate so unfavorable to British.
The American Revolutionary War interrupted the transportation of convict servants to the
North American colonies. Meanwhile, the British continued to experience the same level of
criminal activity and convictions. In order to relieve pressure on overcrowded prisons,
decommissioned merchant vessels were converted to floating prisons called "hulks." These
ships, such as the Justitia--the former convict transportation ship used by Duncan Campbell to
ship hundreds of convicts to the Chesapeak:e--were de-masted and converted to house convict
populations on the Thames. (Image 1 9) Conditions were horrific. Disease and death hung over
the ships with mortality rates in the vicinity of thirty percent from 1 776 through 1 795. Roughly
190
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2000 of the 6000 convicts serving sentences or awaiting transportation aboard these vessels died
during the period. 1 9 2 The fate that awaited those that survived in Africa was equally dismal .
The loss of the American colonies as a destination for the deposit of British criminals
caused the British to examine other locales and tactics. For a time, they swapped military service
for prison sentences, sending a convicts like Thomas Nowland, who survived the deplorable
conditions on the Thames and in Newgate, to Africa' s western slave trading forts . This was a
tactic similar to that employed by British military officials during the Revolutionary War in the
colonies, when they offered slaves and indentured servants freedom in exchange for military
service as a means to disrupt colonial resistance. Nowland and other convicts were offered a
reprieve of their sentences in exchange for military service against the rebellious colonials. After
the war, for a short period, Lemane Island in the Gambia River became the destination for
transported convicts. The proj ect, like those that were sent to Africa for military service, was
disastrous, and soon abandoned. 1 93
In the end, Australia became the final destination of convicts transported from the British
Isles . On May 1 3 , 1 787, the first convict fleet left for New Holland, modem Australia, with
eleven ships and 736 convicts. They would not arrive in the East coast of Australia until January
of the following year. From 1 788 until 1 842 approximately 8,000 convicts were transported
along this route with the British hopeful of establishing a successful agricultural colony there.
The fate of these men, women, and children has been widely embraced by the nation that was
created after their arrival, and their pasts thoroughly researched by ? and to what end?.
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The histories of transported convict servants from colonial America, however, have been
mostly lost to the ages. Little remains of plebeian eighteenth-century properties in rural
Baltimore County. Their vestiges have often been replaced and covered by vegetation, new
agricultural, modem subdivisions, industry, and commercial structures. The Northampton
Company property now lies below the Loch Raven reservoir, and no sign of convict eighteenthcentury structures still exist. Remnants of the era do, however, remain. Risteau' s Garrison Fort,
in which William Isgrig and others probably stood, remains a quiet sentinel in a residential
subdivision ; today the vast expanses of agrarian land and forests that once surrounded the fort
are somewhat surreally surrounded in every direction by prosperous modem homes with pools.
In the aftermath of the American Revolutionary War the Ridgely family built Hampton Manor. It
was one of the largest and most eminent structures of its time. One of the few remnants in
Baltimore County from the eighteenth century, the property has been converted into a sixty-three
acre park run by the National Park Service. The park provides a window into history through
tours, museum functions, live reenactments, and continued preservation efforts. 1 94
Even still, the lives of convict servants and their struggles to establish and maintain
community are largely absent from the landscape. Their stories lived on through subsequent
generations as they, their children, and their children ' s children continued to create networks .
This complicated process of continued assimilation was no doubt further exasperated by
movement and migration during the Early Republic, Antebellum, and Civil War periods, the
exact outcomes of which are still largely unknown.
While other nations have been more responsive to unashamed embrace of their penal
colony traditions, American historical memory has largely chosen to overlook this aspect of our
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national history. This badge of honor has been a relatively recent development in places such as
Tasmania and Australia which as late as the 1 960s was reluctant to embrace the criminal
foundations of their populations past for fear of embarrassing the citizenry by publishing lists of
convict settlers . Perhaps it is the reversal of the population demographics in these nations where
convict ancestors outnumber previously more respectable migrants in Australia that lend to this
acceptance. While American genealogists and family members have embraced a new worldwide
desire to make inquiries into their past, the relative minority of convict servant immigrants in
comparison to other influxes of other populations has not created a point for nationalistic pride
and unity in a specific shared past that embraces a convict past.
Despite this omission from the celebrated narrative, at a critical moment in early
American history a large and continuous stream of convict servants underwent coerced migration
into the Chesapeake. They had been, for the most part, the impoverished plebeians of Britain
who, unable to support themselves, were forced to engage in a series of relocations. These
migrants often ended up in London, where generally absent of traditional English manorial
structure and patronage, they were forced to recreate kinship bonds and networks in an immense
city unsympathetic to their life and death struggles. In some instances, the city' s indifference and
insufficient social systems created criminals who utilized a lucrative capitalist economy driven
by want of valuable goods in order to fill income gaps to survive. Alarmed by the growth of a
criminal demographic and unwilling to execute thousands of minor offenders, the British
government expelled many of these criminals to the colonies. During the process bonds were
formed, shattered, and reformed as criminals made decisions to either continue to resist the
British bureaucracy or to assimilate into a colonial society that was much more in tune with their
wants and desires for economic success. Prosperous former convict servants often succeeded due
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to the creation and maintenance of networks fostered through community integration which
continually shifted, largely began in Britain, were deepened during transportation across the
Atlantic, and were maintained in the Chesapeake.
Much of what has been concluded from studying convict servants from Britain to
Baltimore County is applicable to other portions of the Chesapeake. The detailed study of
convicts presented here establishes a context for further investigation. This framework can still
be applied inside Baltimore County, where other manors and industrial complexes housed many
other convict servants, in other Maryland counties, and in Virginia. Further, it can be expanded
over a broader range of time to include a thorough examination of the period before 1 739 and
after 1 776.
Beyond the boundaries and time constraints of this study of Baltimore County, convicts
elsewhere surely underwent similar circumstances . It is unlikely that large volumes of former
convict servants made lengthy j ourneys from their place of indenture in search of escaping the
stigma of their past. Some who possessed skills that enabled these movements, such as mariners,
no doubt had the freedom to make these choices . Most would have lacked this ability, but were
still in search of economic prosperity. Through community building and networks , former
convict servants would have learned through local communication channels about the best areas
for prospective new settlement where these demographics were subsequently drawn. These areas
were in constant flux and changed over time as settlement occurred. Many were adj acent to more
populous regions, and even the well-established were eager to also enter these areas in search of
the same economic success as the former criminals. Once there, former criminals, prior
indentured servants, and varying levels of well-to-do colonials mingled in a dispersed
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community in search of prosperity. In the course of doing this, they created a series of networks
and community relationships that endured.
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Tables:

Table 1 : Transported Convicts Stolen Items from Indictments 1 763- 1 776 by quantity.

Silk

701

Gold

Cotton

279

Copper

Worsted

186

Brass

285
182
110

Coat/Waistcoat
Shirt(s)
Stocking(s)

291

Table 2 : Accomplice Percentages for Transported Convict Servants While Still in London 1 7631 776.

Acco m p l ice I nfo rmat i o n P rovi d e d by The
P roce e d i ngs of the Old Ba i l ey 1763- 1776

• Cri m i n a l s i n d i cted a l o n e

• Cri m i n a l s i n d i cted w i t h at least
o n e other *

* For those that acted with accomplices 43 1 were indicted with two individuals, 91 with three, 26 with four, and 1 0 with five or more.
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Table 3 : Accomplice Percentages for Transported Continuing Resisters While Still in London
1 7 63 - 1 776

Acco m p l ice I nfo rmation fo r R u n away Sa m p l e
P rovi d e d b y t h e P roce e d i ngs o f t h e O l d
Ba i l ey 1763- 1776

• Cri m i n a l s i n d i cted a l o n e

• C ri m i n a l s i n d i cted w i t h at l e a st
o n e other

Table 4: Character Reference Percentages for Convict Runaways 1 763 - 1 776

C h a ra cte r Refe re n ce I nfo rmat i o n fo r
R u n away Sa m p l e P rovi d e d by t h e
P roce e d i ngs o f t h e O l d Ba i l ey 1763- 1776

• H a d a C h a racter Refe r e n ce

• D i d N ot Have a C h a racte r
Refe r e nce
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Table 5 : Convict Servant Network Percentages in Continued Resistance 1 763- 1 776 Number 1 .

Convict R u n away Data 1763- 1776 :

• R a n away a l o n e :
• R a n away w i t h a n ot h e r :
• G r o u p of 3 :
• Group o f 4 :
• G r o u p o f 5+
• R a n away with S l ave :

* Of the 1 3 3 convicts 43 were unable to be connected across the Atlantic

Table 6 : Convict Servant Network Percentages in Continued Resistance 2

Convict R u n away Data 1763- 1776 :

• R a n Away Al o n e :

• R a n Away w i t h a n Acco m p l ice

2+
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Table 7 : Maryland Felony Indictments for Capital Crimes 1 726- 1 77 5

M a ryl a n d Fe l o ny I n d ict m e nts fo r
Ca pt i a l Cri mes

1726-1775
12, 3%

• S l aves
• Free W h i tes
• Convict S e rva nts
• Other I n d e nt u red S e rvants

Table

8:

B altimore County Felony Indictments for Capital Crimes 1 726- 1 775

Ba lti m o re Co u nty Fe l o ny I n d ict m e nts fo r
Ca p ita l Cri mes 1726-1775
2, 4%

• S l aves
• Free W h ites
• Convict S e rva nts
• Other I n d e nt u red Serva nts
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Table 9 : Baltimore County continued criminals working together

Co nvict Se rva nt Co nti n u e d Ca p ita l Cri m e
N etwo rks 1725-1775

• Convicts Working A l o n e
• Convicts W o r k i n g with Another
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10:
1740-49
Table

1730-39

Decile
Top

2nd I £464-294

3rd

4

th

I

I

£277-'200
£198-146

I

Economic Distribution of Former Convict Servants in Baltimore County.

1750-59

£524-328

£580-382

Abraham Jarrett 480.6.4

I

I
I

1760-69

£324-190

£366-194

£188-141

£183-119

1770-76

I

1777-

B eyond (est.)

£488-306

£599-355

Charles Wiesenthal 496. 1 4 . 1 0

£306-196

£344-238

David B enfiled 3 1 3 .9 .4- 1 779

£194-136

William Seabrook 1 508

Thomas Askerson 3 0 2

£234-150

- 1789

Charles Motherby 3SOa- 1 7 7 8

%

William Jessop 1 7 6 . 8 . 1 0- 1 7 8 1

Renaldo Monk 1 82 . l S .7
with 1 7 1 or 1 72a.

5th

I

£140-98

I

£141-107

1

£1�5

I

£136-99
William lsgrig 1 30. 1 7 . 6

Nicholas B aker 1 6 1 . 1 2 .7

£146-102

I

Charles B ossom 1 43a- 1 798

Nicholas Baker 1 2!5 a

with 1 42a
John Bull 1 l S .S . 9
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£95-65

6th

£84-63

£99-70

£73-57

£58-43

£69-49

John Shewbridge 70a

Robert Constable SS.4.6

Joutban Ady 60a

with 14SL

£101-76

Jonathan Ady 1 02 8- 1 7 8 3

Abraham Jarrett l OOa

7th

8th
9th

I

£65-45

I

t ��32

6-

J� �

_

,;

43- 9
, , ,i t{ : 2
I

Bottom

£13-2

Jasper Godby

I

1 £49-29

I

£14-1

I

I
I

£76-52

I

Charles B ossom 6 8 a- 1 7 82

£52-31
£14-1

Ann Bosell

Status
Economic Elite
Wealthy
Median Income

This t a b l e is m o d ified fro m "Ap pe n d ix 1 I d e ntifying the E lite" in C h a rles G. Steffe n,

From Gentlemen to Townsmen:

The Gentry of Baltimore County Maryland 1 660-1 776. Steffe n's ta b l e was ta b u lated

fro m a tota l of 1 8 1 0

inve nto ries reco rd ed in Ba ltim o re Co u nty in o r d e r t o id e n tify 181 individ u a l s i n t h e t o p p e rce ntage . A n d a ssig n
wealthy s u bjects b e l o nging to t h e t o p twe nty pe rce ntiles, m edia n inco m e s to t h e fo l lowing fifty p e rce nti l e s a n d

Poor

poor c l a s sificatio n t o t h e botto m twe nty pe rce n t . His ta b l e h a s been modified t o i n c l u d e i n d ivid u a l co nvicts fro m

Desperately Poor

this rese a rc h as we l l a s spec u l a tive estim ates of p l a ce m e nts beyo n d 1776 in a p e riod which h a s not b e e n a ssesse d .
I t i s co l o r coded fo r ease o f p rocessing a n d t h e tota l n u m be r o f convicts p e r catego ry i s located i n t h e key.
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Images:

Image

1:

Visualization of Transported Convicts' Community Networks

Place(s) (L-Olldoa)
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Image 2 : B altimore in 52. Engraved by William Strickland,
Sketch made by John Moale,
Esq . , corrected by Daniel Bowley Esq . Aquatint, some impressions hand colored. Hambleton
Print Collection, Special Collections Department, Maryland historical Society.
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3:

Image
View of B altimore Town in 1 752. Painted from memory on paper by John
Moale. Museum Department, Maryland historical Society.

Image 4: Canaletto
1 746.

-

Westminster Bridge, with the Lord Mayor 's Procession on the Thames.
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Image 5 : Joseph van Aken Covent Garden Piazza and Market, London, oil on canvas ; museum
of London 1 726- 1 730.

Image 6 : William Hogarth, "The Idle 'prentice" in Ronald Paulson. Hogarth 's Graphic Works.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1 965 .
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Image 7 : William Hogarth, "The Idle 'Prentice Executed at Tyburn," Ronald Paulson.
Hogarth 's Graphic Works. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1 965

8:

Image
A late eighteenth century repousse pair cased open face pocket watch. Courtesy of
Beames Hampton & Littlewood Auctioneers.
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Image 9 : George Dance senior, West elevation, section from north to south and ground plan of
Newgate Prison, Old Bailey'. c. 1 759. City of London.
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Image 1 0 : A fleet of transports under convoy, Robert Dighton, 1 752- 1 8 1 4, London : Printed for
& sold by Carrington Bowles, Published as the Act directs 9 Novr. 1 7 8 1 print : mezzotint, hand

col. ; sheet 36

x

2 5 . 5 cm.

Image 1 1 : Clive Emsley, Tim Hitchcock and Robert Shoemaker, " Crime and Justice Punishments at the Old Bailey" , Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www.oldbaileyonline.org,
version 7.0, 1 1 November 20 1 4) .
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Image 1 2 : B altimore County Land Records, Patents and Leases acquisition change over time
1 730- 1 760 Courtesy of Michael Pierce http://map-maker.org/DM/Baltimore/Baltimore
Animation.html

Image 1 3 : B altimore County Land Records, Patents· and Leases acquisition change over time
1 770- 1 800 Courtesy of Michael Pierce http://map-maker.org/DM/Baltimore/Baltimore
Animation.html
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Image 1 4 : Visualization of William Isgrig' s network ( 1 72 1 - 1 788).
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Image 1 5 : William Isgrig Geographical Connection in Baltimore County.
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Image 1 6 : William Isgrig and John Jones Runaway Advertisement Maryland Gazette, March 20,
1 764.
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Image 1 7 : B altimore County Geographical Dispersion of Former Convict Servants and
Narthampton Convict Servants.

Image 1 8 : My Lady' s manor Geographical Dispersion of Former Convict Servants and Road
Locations Overseen by Daniel Curtis (Former Convict Servant) .
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Image 1 9 : The Convict hulk Justitia on the River Thames.
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